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ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE TO LINK IAN BAILEY TO THE SOPHIEANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE TO LINK IAN BAILEY TO THE SOPHIE
TOSCAN DU PLANTIER MURDERTOSCAN DU PLANTIER MURDER

1. 1. Lack Lack of of Forensic Forensic Evidence Evidence linking linking Ian Ian Bailey Bailey to to the the murder murder scene.scene.

Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was killed by a person who battered her to Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was killed by a person who battered her to death with a rockdeath with a rock
and a concreand a concrete block on te block on 23 December 23 December 1996. 1996. Some fifty wounds Some fifty wounds were inflicted uponwere inflicted upon
her.her.

Photographs of the deceased show her body as being scratched by briars in the area.Photographs of the deceased show her body as being scratched by briars in the area.

The Gardaí suggest that Ian Bailey is the murderer and was scratched on his handsThe Gardaí suggest that Ian Bailey is the murderer and was scratched on his hands
and arms by the briars during the struggle.and arms by the briars during the struggle.

No forensic evidence linking Ian Bailey to the scene was found despite the fact that theNo forensic evidence linking Ian Bailey to the scene was found despite the fact that the
murder of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was the direct result of an apparently frenziedmurder of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was the direct result of an apparently frenzied
and furious attack and furious attack upon her in upon her in a briar-strewn location. a briar-strewn location. If in fact the If in fact the attack was carriedattack was carried
out in a frenzied manner one might have expected that the assailant would have leftout in a frenzied manner one might have expected that the assailant would have left
traces of bloodtraces of blood, skin, clothing , skin, clothing fibres or hair fibres or hair at the scene. at the scene. No such No such material wasmaterial was
discovered.discovered.

Bailey willingly gave his fingerprints and a sample of his blood to the Gardaí for Bailey willingly gave his fingerprints and a sample of his blood to the Gardaí for analysisanalysis
and examination. and examination. These specimens These specimens were givwere given at a time wen at a time when he was hen he was aware thataware that
apparent bloodstains apparent bloodstains had been found had been found at the scene. at the scene. He had beeHe had been a crime reporter n a crime reporter inin
England and was aware of the nature of forensic evidence.England and was aware of the nature of forensic evidence.

At page 23 of Dr. Geraldine O'Donnell's statement, she refers to light bloodstaining ofAt page 23 of Dr. Geraldine O'Donnell's statement, she refers to light bloodstaining of
human origin being fohuman origin being found on the outside sund on the outside surface of Sophie's bacurface of Sophie's back door. (E.G.9) k door. (E.G.9) SheShe
was provided with an insufficient sample to identify the blood grouping.was provided with an insufficient sample to identify the blood grouping.

Jules Thomas has stated that on 23 December 1996 (within hours of the murder) AlfieJules Thomas has stated that on 23 December 1996 (within hours of the murder) Alfie
Lyons told Bailey about the bloodstain on the back door of Sophie’s house yet on 10Lyons told Bailey about the bloodstain on the back door of Sophie’s house yet on 10
February 1997 while in custody Bailey willingly gave a sample of blood for analysis. AtFebruary 1997 while in custody Bailey willingly gave a sample of blood for analysis. At
law he was under no obligation to do so.law he was under no obligation to do so.

In interview 6C. Bailey In interview 6C. Bailey states “I have no states “I have no doubt what tests doubt what tests are done will care done will clear me. lear me. II
know I didn’t know I didn’t have anything have anything to do wto do with it. ith it. This murder. This murder. I had nothing I had nothing to do with to do with it”.it”.

Following his original arrest in 1997, Bailey was interviewed by Pat Kenny on the radioFollowing his original arrest in 1997, Bailey was interviewed by Pat Kenny on the radio
and he indicated that at the request of the Gardaí he had voluntarily provided a sampleand he indicated that at the request of the Gardaí he had voluntarily provided a sample
of his hair because it had been stated that some hair had been found in the hand ofof his hair because it had been stated that some hair had been found in the hand of
Sophie Toscan Du Sophie Toscan Du Plantier. Plantier. It would appear, howevIt would appear, however, that the hair found at the scer, that the hair found at the sceneene
is consistent with hair originating from the deceased.is consistent with hair originating from the deceased.

If Bailey had murdered Sophie, he would have known that there was a definiteIf Bailey had murdered Sophie, he would have known that there was a definite
possibility of forensic evidence such as blood, fibres, hair or skin tissue beingpossibility of forensic evidence such as blood, fibres, hair or skin tissue being
discovered at the scendiscovered at the scene. e. His voluntary provHis voluntary provision of fingerprints and a specimen ision of fingerprints and a specimen of hisof his
blood is objectively indicative of blood is objectively indicative of innocence.innocence.
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2. 2. Ian Ian Bailey’s Bailey’s alleged alleged prior prior knowledge knowledge of of Sophie Sophie Toscan Toscan Du Du Plantier.Plantier.

In replies to a questionnaire dated 31 December 1996 Bailey indicates that he neverIn replies to a questionnaire dated 31 December 1996 Bailey indicates that he never
met Sophie but saw her met Sophie but saw her once eighteen months previously.once eighteen months previously.

At p.4 of Bailey's memo dated 10 February 1997, he states that:At p.4 of Bailey's memo dated 10 February 1997, he states that:

"Eddie Cassidy rang a"Eddie Cassidy rang about 2.30 p.m. and sbout 2.30 p.m. and said how close are yoaid how close are you to Toormore? u to Toormore? II
said why and he said there was a murder there, a French national, a lady and hesaid why and he said there was a murder there, a French national, a lady and he
was going to come down and he wanted me to go up in advance of him and thatwas going to come down and he wanted me to go up in advance of him and that
he would call me on a mobile as he was travelling down.he would call me on a mobile as he was travelling down.

How did you know where to go?How did you know where to go?

It was a French national, it was a lady, I had knowledge (local) that there was aIt was a French national, it was a lady, I had knowledge (local) that there was a
house there ownhouse there owned and somed and some times occupied e times occupied by a French by a French lady. lady. I knew it wasI knew it was
near Alfie Lyons and I had seen the French lady there when I was working withnear Alfie Lyons and I had seen the French lady there when I was working with
Alfie."Alfie."

After his arrest on 10 February 1997 at p.3 of a memo of interview Bailey was engagedAfter his arrest on 10 February 1997 at p.3 of a memo of interview Bailey was engaged
in the following questions and in the following questions and answers:answers:

How did you know how to get to the How did you know how to get to the scene of the murder?scene of the murder?

I was aware that there was a French woman living in I was aware that there was a French woman living in Toormore.Toormore.

When was the last time you saw her?When was the last time you saw her?

Some time in the Spring of the Some time in the Spring of the year before last.year before last.

Did you meet her in Schull on Saturday 21st?Did you meet her in Schull on Saturday 21st?

No I did not.No I did not.

At p.5 of the memo BAt p.5 of the memo Bailey says, "it was ailey says, "it was twelve months before. twelve months before. I can't recall going I can't recall going upup
there socially or othere socially or otherwise I can't recollectherwise I can't recollect being up there in t being up there in the last twelve the last twelve months. months. ItIt
was the spring of 1995 when I saw Sophie."was the spring of 1995 when I saw Sophie."

In the questionnaire dated 14 January 1997 question 9 is as follows "Did you know theIn the questionnaire dated 14 January 1997 question 9 is as follows "Did you know the
deceased and if so how did you know her, when did you last see her?"deceased and if so how did you know her, when did you last see her?"

A line is drawn through the area provided for an answer and the word “No” is writtenA line is drawn through the area provided for an answer and the word “No” is written
there.there.

Bailey has steadfastly maintained that he did not know Sophie Toscan du Plantier on aBailey has steadfastly maintained that he did not know Sophie Toscan du Plantier on a
personal basis. He had on 31 December 1996 indicated to the Gardaí that he had seenpersonal basis. He had on 31 December 1996 indicated to the Gardaí that he had seen
Sophie once about eighteen months previously and the Gardaí allege that on 21Sophie once about eighteen months previously and the Gardaí allege that on 21
September 2000 Bailey stated that he had seen Sophie in Schull on the SaturdaySeptember 2000 Bailey stated that he had seen Sophie in Schull on the Saturday
before she diedbefore she died
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Yvonne Ungerer at p.3 of her statement no. 46B says that "in another conversation IYvonne Ungerer at p.3 of her statement no. 46B says that "in another conversation I
had with Bailey he said he knew Sophie the deceased, that he had met her when hehad with Bailey he said he knew Sophie the deceased, that he had met her when he
was up at Alfie's one daywas up at Alfie's one day. . I don't know for sure if he saw I don't know for sure if he saw her one day at Alfie's or her one day at Alfie's or metmet
her another day or whether he met her the day he first saw her while he was working ather another day or whether he met her the day he first saw her while he was working at
Alfie Lyons'."Alfie Lyons'."

At page 3 of Superintendent Dwyer's statement it is recorded that Bailey said "that heAt page 3 of Superintendent Dwyer's statement it is recorded that Bailey said "that he
knew Sophie and had seen her once when he was gardening up at Alfie's last year orknew Sophie and had seen her once when he was gardening up at Alfie's last year or
the year the year before". before". He said He said that to his that to his recollection she recollection she was plain. was plain. He repeatedly He repeatedly denieddenied
committing the murder.committing the murder.

The statement of Guy Girard The statement of Guy Girard contains hearsay evidence only.contains hearsay evidence only.

The Garda contention that Bailey is being untruthful and evasive regarding hisThe Garda contention that Bailey is being untruthful and evasive regarding his
knowledge of Sophie Toscan du Plantier is knowledge of Sophie Toscan du Plantier is not supported by convincing evidence.not supported by convincing evidence.

The personal opinion of the Garda who completed the questionnaire dated 14 JanuaryThe personal opinion of the Garda who completed the questionnaire dated 14 January
1997 was that Bailey appeared very excited about "his" investigation (into a French1997 was that Bailey appeared very excited about "his" investigation (into a French
connection) of the incident and appeared willing to assist the Gardaí in any way heconnection) of the incident and appeared willing to assist the Gardaí in any way he
could."could."

3. 3. Detention Detention of of Jules Jules Thomas Thomas allegedly allegedly on on suspicion suspicion of of committing committing thethe
murder.murder.

On the 10 February 1997 Jules Thomas (Bailey’s female partner) was arrested for theOn the 10 February 1997 Jules Thomas (Bailey’s female partner) was arrested for the
murder of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.murder of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.

None of the questioning put to Jules Thomas during the course of her detention relatesNone of the questioning put to Jules Thomas during the course of her detention relates
to an involvement by her in the murder. It would appear that her arrest and detentionto an involvement by her in the murder. It would appear that her arrest and detention
was unlawful.was unlawful.

On the 19 January 1998, at the request of this Office, the Gardaí furnished a copy of aOn the 19 January 1998, at the request of this Office, the Gardaí furnished a copy of a
tape recording relating to interviews conducted by Caroline Mangèz, a Frenchtape recording relating to interviews conducted by Caroline Mangèz, a French
Journalist, with Ian Bailey.Journalist, with Ian Bailey.

During the course of the interview on 14 February 1997, the phone rings in the ThomasDuring the course of the interview on 14 February 1997, the phone rings in the Thomas
house and Jules Thomas answers it.house and Jules Thomas answers it.

She converses with the caller in relation to her detention by the Gardaí.She converses with the caller in relation to her detention by the Gardaí.

She says that she was in quite a lot of shock but was beginning to feel human againShe says that she was in quite a lot of shock but was beginning to feel human again
after having a night's sleep.after having a night's sleep.

She said that she felt quite severely damaged by the detention, never having beenShe said that she felt quite severely damaged by the detention, never having been
through an interrogation of that nature before.through an interrogation of that nature before.

She felt it was very biased and that she was press-ganged.She felt it was very biased and that she was press-ganged.
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She said that she was speaking the truth and saying what she had to say and theShe said that she was speaking the truth and saying what she had to say and the
Gardaí were trying to force her to say things which she did not know about and whichGardaí were trying to force her to say things which she did not know about and which
she could not say.she could not say.

They felt that she was covering up and she wasn't.They felt that she was covering up and she wasn't.

She says that you cannot say what you do not know about and that you cannot act onShe says that you cannot say what you do not know about and that you cannot act on
what you don't know.what you don't know.

She says that it seemed like she was being forced to say things that she did not knowShe says that it seemed like she was being forced to say things that she did not know
and that gets her back up quite seriously.and that gets her back up quite seriously.

On tape Jules Thomas sounds credible and On tape Jules Thomas sounds credible and convincing.convincing.

Statement 10E made by Jules Thomas is the final statement made by her during theStatement 10E made by Jules Thomas is the final statement made by her during the
course of her detention in February 1997.course of her detention in February 1997.

D/Gda. J. Fitzgerald and D/Gda. W. H. Leahy were the D/Gda. J. Fitzgerald and D/Gda. W. H. Leahy were the Gardaí taking the statement.Gardaí taking the statement.

This is the statement wherein Jules Thomas was temporarily persuaded by the GardaíThis is the statement wherein Jules Thomas was temporarily persuaded by the Gardaí
that Ian Bailey had committed the murder.that Ian Bailey had committed the murder.

At the time the statement was taken Jules Thomas had been in custody for over tenAt the time the statement was taken Jules Thomas had been in custody for over ten
hours.hours.

The detail of her questioning indicates that she was arrested to obtain informationThe detail of her questioning indicates that she was arrested to obtain information
which could be uswhich could be used against Baileyed against Bailey. . Her detention canHer detention cannot be legally jusnot be legally justified.tified.

Jules Thomas Jules Thomas has continued has continued to live with to live with Bailey since the Bailey since the murder. murder. In the event ofIn the event of
proceedings, it would appear that she would be a witness on his behalf.proceedings, it would appear that she would be a witness on his behalf.

In letter dated 24 July 1998, Murphy and Long, the Solicitors who act for Jules ThomasIn letter dated 24 July 1998, Murphy and Long, the Solicitors who act for Jules Thomas
wrote to Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor as follows:wrote to Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor as follows:

“Ms. Jules Thomas most emphatically will not, if called as a witness for the“Ms. Jules Thomas most emphatically will not, if called as a witness for the
prosecution, confirm the statement allegedly made in Bandon Garda Station onprosecution, confirm the statement allegedly made in Bandon Garda Station on
the 10 the 10 th th  day of Febru day of February 1997. ary 1997. There are several There are several matters in the statemenmatters in the statement whicht which
she claims are not accurate”.she claims are not accurate”.

In 1997 Ian Bailey and Jules Thomas were interviewed by Pat Kenny on his radio showIn 1997 Ian Bailey and Jules Thomas were interviewed by Pat Kenny on his radio show
and Jules Thomas refers to her unlawful arrest on 10 February 1997 for the murder ofand Jules Thomas refers to her unlawful arrest on 10 February 1997 for the murder of
Sophie Toscan Sophie Toscan Du Plantier. Du Plantier. She states She states that she that she was “knocwas “knocked for ked for six” by six” by thethe
experience and the Gardaí were applying pressure upon her to make her say thingsexperience and the Gardaí were applying pressure upon her to make her say things
that she knew not to be true and telling her that he was admitting to killing Sophiethat she knew not to be true and telling her that he was admitting to killing Sophie
Toscan Du Plantier whereby she was becoming more and more stunned by the horrificToscan Du Plantier whereby she was becoming more and more stunned by the horrific
experience.experience.

She states in the interview with apparent conviction that she is convinced of hisShe states in the interview with apparent conviction that she is convinced of his
innocence.innocence.
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Subsequent to the initial arrest of Jules Thomas, the Gardaí sought advice from thisSubsequent to the initial arrest of Jules Thomas, the Gardaí sought advice from this
Office as to whether or not she could be subsequently arrested for offences underOffice as to whether or not she could be subsequently arrested for offences under
section 7 (2) of the Criminal Law Act section 7 (2) of the Criminal Law Act 1997 (aiding and abetting the murderer).1997 (aiding and abetting the murderer).

In direction dated 9 March 1998 this Office advised that “a prosecution under section 7In direction dated 9 March 1998 this Office advised that “a prosecution under section 7
(2) would (2) would require proof: require proof: (a) that a (a) that a person hperson had committed ad committed an arrestable an arrestable offence. offence. (b) that(b) that
another person knew or believed that the first had committed that or another arrestableanother person knew or believed that the first had committed that or another arrestable
offence and (c) that the other person without reasonable excuse did an act with intentoffence and (c) that the other person without reasonable excuse did an act with intent
to impede the other to impede the other person’s apprehension or prosecution.person’s apprehension or prosecution.

Applying that to the present case it would be necessary to prove in a prosecution ofApplying that to the present case it would be necessary to prove in a prosecution of
Jules Thomas Jules Thomas that Ian that Ian Bailey had Bailey had committed murder. committed murder. While his convWhile his conviction thereforeiction therefore
would not be an essential precondition, evidence sufficient to convince the court of hiswould not be an essential precondition, evidence sufficient to convince the court of his
guilt beyond guilt beyond reasonable reasonable doubt would doubt would be essbe essential. ential. In effect In effect a prosecution a prosecution underunder
section 7 (2) would section 7 (2) would require the proofs of require the proofs of a murder trial. a murder trial. It is not specIt is not specifically set out whatifically set out what
act or acts act or acts would be would be alleged to bring alleged to bring the case the case within (c) abovwithin (c) above. e. On this On this Office’sOffice’s
knowledge of the facts of the case generally including those set out in the file of 16knowledge of the facts of the case generally including those set out in the file of 16
February 1998, it can be stated that the available evidence would fall far short of thatFebruary 1998, it can be stated that the available evidence would fall far short of that
required to warrant a required to warrant a prosecution under prosecution under section 7 (2). section 7 (2). A similar observation cA similar observation can bean be
made in relation to made in relation to the evidence the evidence which would which would be required to sbe required to satisfy (b) abovatisfy (b) above. e. ThereThere
would therefore in the view of this Office on the evidence currently available be nowould therefore in the view of this Office on the evidence currently available be no
realistic prospect of a prosecution under section 7 (2)”.realistic prospect of a prosecution under section 7 (2)”.

This direction was effectively confirmed on 14 January 1999 and a formal direction thatThis direction was effectively confirmed on 14 January 1999 and a formal direction that
Ian Bailey should not be prosecuted on the basis of the available evidence issued onIan Bailey should not be prosecuted on the basis of the available evidence issued on
3030 March 2000.March 2000.

Despite the above advice the Gardaí proceeded to arrest Jules Thomas on 22Despite the above advice the Gardaí proceeded to arrest Jules Thomas on 22
September 2000 for alleged breach of section 7 (2) of the Criminal September 2000 for alleged breach of section 7 (2) of the Criminal Law Act 1997.Law Act 1997.

By letter dated 25 June 2001, Murphy and Long, Solicitors, who appear on her behalfBy letter dated 25 June 2001, Murphy and Long, Solicitors, who appear on her behalf
confirmed once again that there are several inaccuracies in the statement allegedlyconfirmed once again that there are several inaccuracies in the statement allegedly
made by Jules Thomas at Bandon Garda Station on 10 February 1997 and thereforemade by Jules Thomas at Bandon Garda Station on 10 February 1997 and therefore
she does not confirm the contenshe does not confirm the contents of her statement dated 10 Fets of her statement dated 10 February 1997. bruary 1997. It is alsoIt is also
stated that Jules Thomas does not confirm the contents of the interviews allegedlystated that Jules Thomas does not confirm the contents of the interviews allegedly
conducted on 22 September 2000 and indicates that there are several inaccuraciesconducted on 22 September 2000 and indicates that there are several inaccuracies
contained in those interviews.contained in those interviews.

Finally it reiterates that Jules Thomas is not willing to testify as a witness against IanFinally it reiterates that Jules Thomas is not willing to testify as a witness against Ian
Bailey in the event of a prosecution being directed against him.Bailey in the event of a prosecution being directed against him.

4. 4. Warnings Warnings issued issued by by the the Gardaí Gardaí as as to to the the alleged alleged danger danger presented presented byby
Bailey to the community.Bailey to the community.

In a report submitted to this Office on 26 February 1997 for the purpose of aIn a report submitted to this Office on 26 February 1997 for the purpose of a
consultation the Gardaí stated the consultation the Gardaí stated the following:following:
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1. 1. It It is is of of the the utmost utmost importance importance that that Bailey Bailey be be charged charged immediately immediately with with thisthis
murder as there is every possibility that he will kill murder as there is every possibility that he will kill again.again.

2. 2. It It is is reasonable reasonable to to suggest suggest that that witnesses witnesses living living close close to to him him are are inin
imminent danger of attack.imminent danger of attack.

3. 3. The The only only way way to to prevent prevent a a further further attack attack or or killing killing is is to to take take Bailey Bailey intointo
custody on a charge of murder and this point cannot be over-stressed.custody on a charge of murder and this point cannot be over-stressed.

It is understood that the Gardaí issued similar warnings about Bailey to members of theIt is understood that the Gardaí issued similar warnings about Bailey to members of the
community.community.

In the report of Detective Inspector Liam Hogan submitted to this Office on 7 June 2001In the report of Detective Inspector Liam Hogan submitted to this Office on 7 June 2001
the concern expressed by Paul O’Colmain that he was being associated by the Gardaíthe concern expressed by Paul O’Colmain that he was being associated by the Gardaí
with Ian Bailey is noted and that he had explained to the Gardaí that over the previouswith Ian Bailey is noted and that he had explained to the Gardaí that over the previous
six months he had tried to distance himself and his family from Ian Bailey and Julessix months he had tried to distance himself and his family from Ian Bailey and Jules
Thomas.Thomas.

It had been highlighted in the original investigation file that Paul and Marie O’ColmainIt had been highlighted in the original investigation file that Paul and Marie O’Colmain
were very were very closely aligned closely aligned with Ian with Ian Bailey and Bailey and Jules ThomasJules Thomas. . This alignment This alignment waswas
clearly shattered as is demonstrated by the approach to Inspector Walsh on 28clearly shattered as is demonstrated by the approach to Inspector Walsh on 28
September 2000 by Helen Hoare, Solicitor, on behalf of Paul O’Colmain who explainedSeptember 2000 by Helen Hoare, Solicitor, on behalf of Paul O’Colmain who explained
that her client had been in contact with her to express his concern that the Gardaí werethat her client had been in contact with her to express his concern that the Gardaí were
associating him with Ian Bassociating him with Ian Bailey. ailey. By inference, it seeBy inference, it seems that the O’Colmains are ms that the O’Colmains are afraidafraid
that if they align themselves with Ian Bailey on any mattthat if they align themselves with Ian Bailey on any matter they will incur the disapprovaler they will incur the disapproval
of the Gardaí.of the Gardaí.

At Page 105 of Inspector Hogan’s report it is stated that a small quantity of cannabisAt Page 105 of Inspector Hogan’s report it is stated that a small quantity of cannabis
was found by the Gardaí in the O’Colmain house and a son of the O’Colmain’s iswas found by the Gardaí in the O’Colmain house and a son of the O’Colmain’s is
known to have a known to have a serious drug problem. serious drug problem. It might, for this reason, be It might, for this reason, be thought that thethought that the
unfortunate O’Colmains under such circumstances are most anxious to ingratiateunfortunate O’Colmains under such circumstances are most anxious to ingratiate
themselves with the Gardaí and as such are witnesses of very little weight.themselves with the Gardaí and as such are witnesses of very little weight.

P.164 and 165 of the initial Garda report provide evidence of the hysteria in relation toP.164 and 165 of the initial Garda report provide evidence of the hysteria in relation to
Bailey which exBailey which existed following his isted following his portrayal as a ruthless portrayal as a ruthless and unrestrained and unrestrained killer. killer. SeeSee
below.below.

On the 20 February 1997 Bill Fuller, his partner and child had gone to the causeway atOn the 20 February 1997 Bill Fuller, his partner and child had gone to the causeway at
Kealfadda Bridge in order to pursKealfadda Bridge in order to pursue his own invue his own investigation of the murder. estigation of the murder. He was withHe was with
his wife and child. his wife and child. He saw a man whoHe saw a man whom he thought to be Bailey and this m he thought to be Bailey and this caused themcaused them
to run away in blind panic to run away in blind panic believing the man had believing the man had seen them. seen them. They ran a consideraThey ran a considerableble
distance until they reached Toormore Beach where they ran along a lane way which leddistance until they reached Toormore Beach where they ran along a lane way which led
out onto the roadway to Goleen. out onto the roadway to Goleen. Screaming and roaring they ran in Screaming and roaring they ran in front of the first carfront of the first car
to approach to approach them. them. It was It was being driven being driven by a Msby a Ms. Breda O'Reilly. Breda O'Reilly. . Her initial reacHer initial reaction wastion was
not to stop, but when she saw that Bill Fuller was carrying a three-year-old child undernot to stop, but when she saw that Bill Fuller was carrying a three-year-old child under
his arm she his arm she thought the child thought the child was sick. was sick. When Ms. O'Reilly lowered When Ms. O'Reilly lowered the car windowthe car window
both Bill and Kerri Fuller screamed at her that the murderer Ian Bailey was down theboth Bill and Kerri Fuller screamed at her that the murderer Ian Bailey was down the
road, pointing road, pointing towards Kealfadda towards Kealfadda Bridge. Bridge. Ms. O'Reilly Ms. O'Reilly drove them drove them directly to Gdirectly to Goleenoleen
where Ms. O'Reilly where Ms. O'Reilly contacted the Gardcontacted the Gardaí. aí. In her stateIn her statement Ms. O'Reilly ment Ms. O'Reilly describes thedescribes the
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terrible state of shock and fear that the Fullers were in and she stated that they fearedterrible state of shock and fear that the Fullers were in and she stated that they feared
for their own safety.for their own safety.

It transpires that a local farmer was working near their van that day and they hadIt transpires that a local farmer was working near their van that day and they had
mistaken him for Ian Bailey in their high mistaken him for Ian Bailey in their high state of apprehension.state of apprehension.

On the same date Bill Fuller made a statement. In the context of the above it carries noOn the same date Bill Fuller made a statement. In the context of the above it carries no
incriminating weight.incriminating weight.

On 29 September 1998 Garda Kevin Kelleher advised that D/Garda Leahy was the soleOn 29 September 1998 Garda Kevin Kelleher advised that D/Garda Leahy was the sole
officer assigned to dealing officer assigned to dealing with Bill Fuller. with Bill Fuller. Superintendent Twomey Superintendent Twomey confirmed this to beconfirmed this to be
the case. the case. Such an invSuch an investigative practice estigative practice is unsafe.is unsafe.

On 28 September 1998 Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor phoned to say that Bill FullerOn 28 September 1998 Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor phoned to say that Bill Fuller
had made a further statement which incriminated Bailey.had made a further statement which incriminated Bailey.

On 29 September 1998 Sgt. Gerry McCarthy stated that he believed Bill Fuller hadOn 29 September 1998 Sgt. Gerry McCarthy stated that he believed Bill Fuller had
made an additional statement and he agreed to obtain a copy and fax it to this Office.made an additional statement and he agreed to obtain a copy and fax it to this Office.
Supt. Twomey then phoned this Office and stated that no such additional statementSupt. Twomey then phoned this Office and stated that no such additional statement
existed and he had spoken to D/Garda Leahy in the matter.existed and he had spoken to D/Garda Leahy in the matter.

There has been a consistent flow of information to the media in relation to theThere has been a consistent flow of information to the media in relation to the
investigation into the killing of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.investigation into the killing of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.

Once Ian Bailey was believed by the public particularly in the local area to beOnce Ian Bailey was believed by the public particularly in the local area to be
responsible for the murder the fear thereby engendered was bound to create a climateresponsible for the murder the fear thereby engendered was bound to create a climate
in which witnesses became suggestible.in which witnesses became suggestible.

On 24On 24 December 1998 the Irish Independent under the headline “Sophie’s MurdererDecember 1998 the Irish Independent under the headline “Sophie’s Murderer
Will Kill Again”, published a report stating that “the savage killer of French womanWill Kill Again”, published a report stating that “the savage killer of French woman
Sophie Toscan Du Plantier will murder Sophie Toscan Du Plantier will murder again unless West Cork locals help Gardaí again unless West Cork locals help Gardaí bringbring
him to justice, her distraught family warned yesterday (23 December 1998)”.him to justice, her distraught family warned yesterday (23 December 1998)”.

Chief Supt. Dermot Dwyer is quoted in the report as revealing that new and interestingChief Supt. Dermot Dwyer is quoted in the report as revealing that new and interesting
details have been uncovered in the hunt”.details have been uncovered in the hunt”.

The tape recording made by Caroline Mangez primarily relates to conversations withThe tape recording made by Caroline Mangez primarily relates to conversations with
Ian Bailey recorded on or about 14 February 1997.Ian Bailey recorded on or about 14 February 1997.

A conversation recorded some five months later is also to be heard.A conversation recorded some five months later is also to be heard.

The recordings are significantly different in tone and content to the statement made byThe recordings are significantly different in tone and content to the statement made by
Caroline Mangèz Caroline Mangèz to the Gardaí. to the Gardaí. By way By way of stark contrast shof stark contrast she is clearly e is clearly at ease withat ease with
Bailey on tape.Bailey on tape.

The part of the tape which would appear to have been recorded on 14 February 1997The part of the tape which would appear to have been recorded on 14 February 1997
includes the following:includes the following:

1. 1. Bailey Bailey alleging alleging that that he he has has been been hounded, hounded, harassed harassed and and demonised.demonised.
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He states that he had nothing to do with the killing.He states that he had nothing to do with the killing.

2. 2. He He states states that that he he was was disorientated disorientated during during detention detention on on 10 10 FebruaryFebruary
1997.1997.

He alleges that between ten to twelve police officers questioned himHe alleges that between ten to twelve police officers questioned him
during the detention.during the detention.

He asserts that Gda. J.P. Culligan was aggressive, particularly during theHe asserts that Gda. J.P. Culligan was aggressive, particularly during the
 journey from his home to the Garda Station. journey from his home to the Garda Station.

3. 3. He He states states that that the the driver driver of of the the car car was was named named "Liam" "Liam" and and this this man man toldtold
Bailey that even if the Gardaí did not pin it on him that he was finished inBailey that even if the Gardaí did not pin it on him that he was finished in
Ireland.Ireland.

Liam told him that somebody other than the Gardaí would put a bullet inLiam told him that somebody other than the Gardaí would put a bullet in
the back of his head.the back of his head.

4. 4. On On arrival arrival at at the the Garda Garda Station Station the the press press and and photographers photographers were were there.there.
Bailey says that they clearly had been tipped off.Bailey says that they clearly had been tipped off.

5. 5. Bailey Bailey asserts asserts on on tape tape that that he he is is afraid afraid that that the the Gardaí Gardaí are are determined determined toto
find evidence to convict him despite the fact that he is innocent.find evidence to convict him despite the fact that he is innocent.

He again asserts that he had nothing to do with the murder and statesHe again asserts that he had nothing to do with the murder and states
that his conscience is clear.that his conscience is clear.

6. 6. He He reiterates reiterates his his fear fear of of being being "stitched "stitched up" up" by by the the Gardaí.Gardaí.

7. 7. He He states states that that the the Gardaí Gardaí were were embarrassed embarrassed by by stories stories he he had had writtenwritten
which indicated that they had no idea as to who had committed thewhich indicated that they had no idea as to who had committed the
murder. murder. He had He had been told this been told this by local by local people.people.

8. 8. Bailey Bailey states states that that it it is is not not unusual unusual for for him him to to get get up up during during the the night night but but onon
this occasion he had to get up because he had a story to write for thethis occasion he had to get up because he had a story to write for the
Sunday Tribune and it had to be submitted on Monday 23 DecemberSunday Tribune and it had to be submitted on Monday 23 December
1996.1996.

9. 9. He He states states that that this this was was a a very very difficult difficult story story because because it it was was aboutabout
computers and he found it difficult to write 900 words on this subjectcomputers and he found it difficult to write 900 words on this subject
which had to refer to computer language etc.which had to refer to computer language etc.

He states that he hand wrote the story in the kitchen of Jules' house andHe states that he hand wrote the story in the kitchen of Jules' house and
then between 7.00 and 8.00 a.m. as dawn was approaching, the first lightthen between 7.00 and 8.00 a.m. as dawn was approaching, the first light
of the day was beginning to show, he went to type it of the day was beginning to show, he went to type it below in the studio.below in the studio.

He says He says that he had to fax that he had to fax the story as he the story as he could not dictate it. could not dictate it. NormallyNormally
he dictates his story by telephone.he dictates his story by telephone.
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In relation to the part of the tape which apparently deals with a recordingIn relation to the part of the tape which apparently deals with a recording
in July of 1997. in July of 1997. Bailey asserts that there is Bailey asserts that there is definitely a concerted definitely a concerted attemptattempt
to implicate him as the killer of to implicate him as the killer of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.Sophie Toscan Du Plantier.

He says that he believes that the Gardaí have lied to people in France inHe says that he believes that the Gardaí have lied to people in France in
that context and emphasises again that he is not the killer.that context and emphasises again that he is not the killer.

He states that the Gardaí have made it very difficult for themselves in thatHe states that the Gardaí have made it very difficult for themselves in that
they have told journalists continually that he is the killer.they have told journalists continually that he is the killer.

The recorded conversation represents the actuality of what transpiredThe recorded conversation represents the actuality of what transpired
between Mangèz and Bailey.between Mangèz and Bailey.

It is not incriminating but is in fact a proclamation of innocence on the partIt is not incriminating but is in fact a proclamation of innocence on the part
of Bailey.of Bailey.

On tape Bailey sounds credible and On tape Bailey sounds credible and convincing.convincing.

5. Premonition.5. Premonition.

In the event of a prosecution Jules Thomas would clearly be a witness for Ian Bailey.In the event of a prosecution Jules Thomas would clearly be a witness for Ian Bailey.
Nonetheless, her reference to Bailey stating that he had a feeling that something badNonetheless, her reference to Bailey stating that he had a feeling that something bad
was going to happen is worth examining.was going to happen is worth examining.

This would have been about 12.45 a.m. on 23 December 1996.This would have been about 12.45 a.m. on 23 December 1996.

However the following six statements, five of which were not submitted with the originalHowever the following six statements, five of which were not submitted with the original
Garda file, indicate the following:-Garda file, indicate the following:-

1. 1. David David Bray Bray at at 12.45 12.45 a.m. a.m. on on 23 23 December December 1996 1996 noted noted that that the the wolfhoundwolfhound
which he minds was unusually upset.which he minds was unusually upset.

2. 2. Martin Martin Breuinger Breuinger confirms confirms that that the the wolfhound wolfhound was was unusually unusually disturbeddisturbed
between 12 midnight and 2.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996.between 12 midnight and 2.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996.

3. 3. Geraldine Geraldine Kennedy Kennedy states states that that her her dog dog was was barking barking mad mad from from 10.30 10.30 --
10.45 p.m. on 22 December and continued this for about three hours10.45 p.m. on 22 December and continued this for about three hours
practically non-stop.practically non-stop.

4. 4. The The dog dog owned owned by by Derry Derry Kennedy Kennedy and and his his wife wife was was unusually unusually upsetupset
between 10 p.m. on 22 December 1996 and 1.50 a.m. on 23 Decemberbetween 10 p.m. on 22 December 1996 and 1.50 a.m. on 23 December
1996.1996.

5. 5. Michael Michael Gallagher Gallagher refers refers to to strange strange people people being being in in the the area area on on 2323
December 1996.December 1996.

6. 6. Sheila Sheila Barnett Barnett noted noted an an unusual unusual man man in in the the area area earlier earlier on on 23 23 DecemberDecember
1996.1996.
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This evidence suggests that there could well have been unusual movement in the areaThis evidence suggests that there could well have been unusual movement in the area
where Sophie was killed in the early hours of the morning.where Sophie was killed in the early hours of the morning.

Bailey and Jules were drinking in a pub in Schull at the time the dogs initially becameBailey and Jules were drinking in a pub in Schull at the time the dogs initially became
upset.upset.

Later, Bailey was with Jules Thomas overlooking the scene from a distance and heLater, Bailey was with Jules Thomas overlooking the scene from a distance and he
says he got a bad feeling.says he got a bad feeling.

This was during the time the dogs were unusually alarmed.This was during the time the dogs were unusually alarmed.

Such a sense of foreboding is Such a sense of foreboding is not considered incriminating.not considered incriminating.

Bailey may have sensed the activity below him which also alarmed the dogs.Bailey may have sensed the activity below him which also alarmed the dogs.

If he had intended to contact Sophie it is unlikely that he would have invited JulesIf he had intended to contact Sophie it is unlikely that he would have invited Jules
Thomas to go over to that area with him.Thomas to go over to that area with him.

Unfortunately, the forensic evidence is unable to pinpoint the time of Sophie Toscan duUnfortunately, the forensic evidence is unable to pinpoint the time of Sophie Toscan du
Plantier’s death. Plantier’s death. It is not, therefore, possible to It is not, therefore, possible to say whether she wsay whether she was killed around theas killed around the
time that the dogs were acting strangely, or at time that the dogs were acting strangely, or at a later time in the night a later time in the night or early morning.or early morning.

6. 6. Inconsistencies Inconsistencies in in relation relation to to Bailey’s Bailey’s response response to to Garda Garda questioning.questioning.

The original questionnaire of Bailey completed on 31 December 1996 asks at questionThe original questionnaire of Bailey completed on 31 December 1996 asks at question
5 "account of your movements between 9 p.m. Sunday and 9.a.m. Monday, include5 "account of your movements between 9 p.m. Sunday and 9.a.m. Monday, include
persons, vehicles met with the times of meeting etc.”persons, vehicles met with the times of meeting etc.”

Three lines are provided for the response.Three lines are provided for the response.

The relevant portion of Bailey's reply is "then came home about 12 midnight".The relevant portion of Bailey's reply is "then came home about 12 midnight".

Questionnaire responded to on 14 January 1997 by Bailey has a question which asksQuestionnaire responded to on 14 January 1997 by Bailey has a question which asks
"account of movements between 12 midday Friday the 20th of December 1996 and 10"account of movements between 12 midday Friday the 20th of December 1996 and 10
a.m. on Monday a.m. on Monday 23rd of December 23rd of December 1996. 1996. Details of all travel Details of all travel and meetings wand meetings with otherith other
individuals no matter how trivial should be included that is visits to shops, mass, pubs,individuals no matter how trivial should be included that is visits to shops, mass, pubs,
local vlocal visits etc. isits etc. Means Means of transpof transport need ort need to bto be include included. ed. Use sUse separate peparate page age for thisfor this
information if necessary.information if necessary.

Bailey's response was, "access to car 87 C 1524 (white ford fiesta) as attached".Bailey's response was, "access to car 87 C 1524 (white ford fiesta) as attached".

The attachment relates to a two-page précis of what Bailey was engaged in on Friday,The attachment relates to a two-page précis of what Bailey was engaged in on Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

This questionnaire was completed by a Garda Sergeant who recorded the answersThis questionnaire was completed by a Garda Sergeant who recorded the answers
given to him by Bailey.given to him by Bailey.

Question 13 asks, "have you any information as to who may be responsible for thisQuestion 13 asks, "have you any information as to who may be responsible for this
crime?"crime?"
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Bailey's response was that he believed from his investigative research that there wasBailey's response was that he believed from his investigative research that there was
definitely a French connection.definitely a French connection.

This Office and the Gardaí are aware that Bruno Carbonnet, a French man who was aThis Office and the Gardaí are aware that Bruno Carbonnet, a French man who was a
lover of Sophie during the course of her marriage to Daniel Toscan Du Plantier stayedlover of Sophie during the course of her marriage to Daniel Toscan Du Plantier stayed
on occasion in her West Cork home.on occasion in her West Cork home.

Bruno reacted violently when his relationship with Sophie ended and he was a suspectBruno reacted violently when his relationship with Sophie ended and he was a suspect
in relation to the murder enquiry.in relation to the murder enquiry.

In the Interview with In the Interview with Bailey on 10 FBailey on 10 February 1997 (6Cebruary 1997 (6C) Bailey asserts, ) Bailey asserts, "I didn't kill that"I didn't kill that
lady, I didn't kill her.lady, I didn't kill her.

The Gardaí state "you have told us several times on this day that you went home fromThe Gardaí state "you have told us several times on this day that you went home from
the Galley Pub with Jules, then went to bed and did not get up until the followingthe Galley Pub with Jules, then went to bed and did not get up until the following
morning. morning. Now you havNow you have told the other Officer that you in fact e told the other Officer that you in fact did get up that night anddid get up that night and
left Jules's house."left Jules's house."

Bailey responded, "yes, I now remember that I did get up and go to my studio to doBailey responded, "yes, I now remember that I did get up and go to my studio to do
some work".some work".

It is common case that Bailey had to submit an article to The Sunday Tribune later thatIt is common case that Bailey had to submit an article to The Sunday Tribune later that
day.day.

The Gardaí "Why are you now changing your story regarding that night, is it becauseThe Gardaí "Why are you now changing your story regarding that night, is it because
you were aware that Jules is now saying that you did get up."you were aware that Jules is now saying that you did get up."

Bailey responded, "No, I remember now."Bailey responded, "No, I remember now."

These questions were being put weeks after These questions were being put weeks after the event.the event.

The Gardaí "tell the truth about you being at Kealfadda Bridge at 3 a.m. approximatelyThe Gardaí "tell the truth about you being at Kealfadda Bridge at 3 a.m. approximately
on the 23rd of December 1996?"on the 23rd of December 1996?"

Bailey "I wasn't there, I didn't Bailey "I wasn't there, I didn't kill her. I know you don't believe me."kill her. I know you don't believe me."

Interestingly, in the context of Bailey’s home, Kealfadda is not on the way to or fromInterestingly, in the context of Bailey’s home, Kealfadda is not on the way to or from
Sophie’s residence.Sophie’s residence.

In her statement taken (10E) In her statement taken (10E) towards the end of her detention towards the end of her detention Jules Thomas states thatJules Thomas states that
she went to bed at 1.30 a.m. on 23 she went to bed at 1.30 a.m. on 23 December 1996.December 1996.

She remembers Ian coming She remembers Ian coming into the bedroom and getting into the bedroom and getting into bed. into bed. She fell into a sleepShe fell into a sleep
almost straight away having taken two tablets for period pain, these were painkillers.almost straight away having taken two tablets for period pain, these were painkillers.

She said that she was in a sleep and Ian was tossing and turning and he then got upShe said that she was in a sleep and Ian was tossing and turning and he then got up
from bed approxfrom bed approximately an hour imately an hour later. later. He got up He got up easy so easy so as not to was not to wake her evake her evenen
though her recollection was poor she feels almost 100% sure that he did.though her recollection was poor she feels almost 100% sure that he did.
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She doesn't recall his absence during her further sleep.She doesn't recall his absence during her further sleep.

She did not take any notice of him leaving the bed as it She did not take any notice of him leaving the bed as it was common for him to do this.was common for him to do this.
She can't recall him coming back to bed.She can't recall him coming back to bed.

It is clear from the file that it was a mundane act for Bailey to get out of bed in suchIt is clear from the file that it was a mundane act for Bailey to get out of bed in such
circumstances.circumstances.

His version of events cannot be properly rebutted.His version of events cannot be properly rebutted.

It should also be noted that anything said by Bailey during the course of his detentionIt should also be noted that anything said by Bailey during the course of his detention
may be inadmissible on the basis that much of what was put to him was gleaned frommay be inadmissible on the basis that much of what was put to him was gleaned from
Jules Thomas during the course of her unlawful detention and the fruit of the poisonJules Thomas during the course of her unlawful detention and the fruit of the poison
tree rule might well apply.tree rule might well apply.

In any event, all Jules Thomas does is assert that despite being half asleep sheIn any event, all Jules Thomas does is assert that despite being half asleep she
recollects Bailey getting up out of bed which was a common thing for him recollects Bailey getting up out of bed which was a common thing for him to do.to do.

Bailey does noBailey does not state that he t state that he left the home left the home premises. premises. He states tHe states that he went to hat he went to hishis
studio which is locastudio which is located on the Thomas ted on the Thomas lands. lands. It is directly beside the It is directly beside the house.house.

P. 126 of D/Sgt. Liam Hogan’s initial report refers to Bailey stating “some time afterP. 126 of D/Sgt. Liam Hogan’s initial report refers to Bailey stating “some time after
going to bed I got up – did a bit of writing in the kitchen. going to bed I got up – did a bit of writing in the kitchen. I then went down to the studio.I then went down to the studio.
I am not I am not sure what tisure what time it was me it was but it was but it was dark. dark. I have I have no watch. no watch. I had I had a story to a story to writewrite
for the Tribune and was told it was O.K. – that Tuesday for the Tribune and was told it was O.K. – that Tuesday would do. would do. It was a story aboutIt was a story about
the Internet. the Internet. I went back to I went back to Jules’s house Jules’s house about 11:00 a.m.”about 11:00 a.m.”

This was in the early hours of 23 December 1996.This was in the early hours of 23 December 1996.

D/Sgt. Hogan states that the deadline for the story was 2:30 p.m. on D/Sgt. Hogan states that the deadline for the story was 2:30 p.m. on that date.that date.

Regardless of whether the deadline had been extended to Tuesday, clearly theRegardless of whether the deadline had been extended to Tuesday, clearly the
deadline for Bailey’s submission of the story was imminent.deadline for Bailey’s submission of the story was imminent.

We know that Bailey wanted to pursue his career as a journalist and this could explainWe know that Bailey wanted to pursue his career as a journalist and this could explain
why he got up in order to write twhy he got up in order to write the story.he story.

To suggest that Bailey's completion of the questionnaires demonstrate an intention toTo suggest that Bailey's completion of the questionnaires demonstrate an intention to
lie and mislead may be unfair unless one proceeds from the assumption that he is inlie and mislead may be unfair unless one proceeds from the assumption that he is in
fact guilty, in which case he would have reason to remember every detail of hisfact guilty, in which case he would have reason to remember every detail of his
movements with movements with great particularity. great particularity. He is, of He is, of course, entitled course, entitled to the presto the presumption ofumption of
innocence.innocence.

Sophie was killed on 23 December 1996.Sophie was killed on 23 December 1996.

Bailey's first questionnaire was completed eight days later.Bailey's first questionnaire was completed eight days later.

It is a difficult exercise for any person to recall with precision the timing and location ofIt is a difficult exercise for any person to recall with precision the timing and location of
ordinary matters even after a very short time.ordinary matters even after a very short time.
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The same observation applies to the questionnaire completed on 14 January 1997,The same observation applies to the questionnaire completed on 14 January 1997,
some three weeks after the murder.some three weeks after the murder.

The same observation applies to the The same observation applies to the interviews conducted while Bailey was in detentioninterviews conducted while Bailey was in detention
on 10 February 1997, some seven weeks after the murder.on 10 February 1997, some seven weeks after the murder.

The fact that Bailey and Jules Thomas have made errors in their recollection does notThe fact that Bailey and Jules Thomas have made errors in their recollection does not
necessarily necessarily mean they mean they are deliberately are deliberately lying. lying. Errors made Errors made by other by other persons persons areare
regarded as simple mistakes in terms of recollection.regarded as simple mistakes in terms of recollection.

On 21 September 2000 the Gardaí once again searched the house of Jules ThomasOn 21 September 2000 the Gardaí once again searched the house of Jules Thomas
and during a conversation with Ian Bailey they allege he stated that he had seenand during a conversation with Ian Bailey they allege he stated that he had seen
Sophie Toscan Sophie Toscan Du Plantier in Schull Du Plantier in Schull on the Saturday on the Saturday before she died. before she died. This allegedThis alleged
observation by Bailey is made some 4 years after the death of Sophie Toscan Duobservation by Bailey is made some 4 years after the death of Sophie Toscan Du
Plantier during which time both Ian Bailey and Jules Thomas have effectively had thePlantier during which time both Ian Bailey and Jules Thomas have effectively had the
quality of their lives destroyed by the fact that he has been publicly identified as thequality of their lives destroyed by the fact that he has been publicly identified as the
murderer. The assertion he made is inconsistent with his previous denial that he hadmurderer. The assertion he made is inconsistent with his previous denial that he had
seen Sophie Toscan Du Plantier in Schull on that date.seen Sophie Toscan Du Plantier in Schull on that date.

7. 7. Unreliability Unreliability of of Marie Marie Farrell.Farrell.

Between 2p.m. and 3 p.m. on 21 December 1996 Marie Farrell alleges that she saw aBetween 2p.m. and 3 p.m. on 21 December 1996 Marie Farrell alleges that she saw a
man who she later purports to identify as Ian Bailey outside her shop on Main Streetman who she later purports to identify as Ian Bailey outside her shop on Main Street
Schull.Schull.

In her statement dated 27 December 1996 she states that he was approximately 5 footIn her statement dated 27 December 1996 she states that he was approximately 5 foot
10 inches in height and of thin build.10 inches in height and of thin build.

Bailey in fact is over 6 foot Bailey in fact is over 6 foot 2 inches tall and of a strong and powerful build.2 inches tall and of a strong and powerful build.

Her alleged observation was made in the full light of day.Her alleged observation was made in the full light of day.

At a consultation with the Gardaí in February 1997 this discrepancy was pointed out toAt a consultation with the Gardaí in February 1997 this discrepancy was pointed out to
D/Sgt. Liam Hogan and D/Sgt. Liam Hogan and Detective Superintendent Ted Murphy.Detective Superintendent Ted Murphy.

In the report submitted with the Garda file received in this Office on 5 September 1997In the report submitted with the Garda file received in this Office on 5 September 1997
Marie Farrell's misdescription as to Bailey's height was explained by alleging that sheMarie Farrell's misdescription as to Bailey's height was explained by alleging that she
was in an elevated position in the shop while observing him.was in an elevated position in the shop while observing him.

No explanation was given for her misdescription in relation to his build.No explanation was given for her misdescription in relation to his build.

The Gardaí were asked to get a statement from Marie Farrell describing the elevatedThe Gardaí were asked to get a statement from Marie Farrell describing the elevated
position she was in and how it affected her judgement in relation to the size of otherposition she was in and how it affected her judgement in relation to the size of other
people, particularly those known to her.people, particularly those known to her.

Marie Farrell has not satisfactorily explained the situation but later indicated that herMarie Farrell has not satisfactorily explained the situation but later indicated that her
assessment as to Bailey's height was made by reference to the Garda who was takingassessment as to Bailey's height was made by reference to the Garda who was taking
the statement from hthe statement from her. er. The Office has The Office has been informed thabeen informed that this Garda is t this Garda is 5 foot 115 foot 11
inches tall.inches tall.
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In her statement dated 14 February 1997 she states that on Monday 23 DecemberIn her statement dated 14 February 1997 she states that on Monday 23 December
1996 at about 3 a.m. she was with a male friend in her motorcar and she saw a man1996 at about 3 a.m. she was with a male friend in her motorcar and she saw a man
walking on the road. walking on the road. He was stumbling He was stumbling forward and had his twforward and had his two hands to the so hands to the side ofide of
his face but she could see his face.his face but she could see his face.

She states that she identified the man as being the same person she had seen on 21She states that she identified the man as being the same person she had seen on 21
December 1996 in Schull and on the morning of 22 December 1996.December 1996 in Schull and on the morning of 22 December 1996.

A person in a motor car being driven in an unlighted country area during the hours ofA person in a motor car being driven in an unlighted country area during the hours of
darkness is unlikely to be in a position to make a reliable identification of a person ondarkness is unlikely to be in a position to make a reliable identification of a person on
the roadway under the circumstances described above.the roadway under the circumstances described above.

Marie Farrell's powers of observation and identification are diminished even further byMarie Farrell's powers of observation and identification are diminished even further by
virtue of the statement she made virtue of the statement she made on 22 January 19on 22 January 1997. 97. She describes the man She describes the man she sawshe saw
in the town in the town who she who she later purports to idlater purports to identify as entify as Bailey as Bailey as being very being very tall. tall. ThisThis
contradicts her description of the man as being five foot ten inches in height as statedcontradicts her description of the man as being five foot ten inches in height as stated
by her on 27 December 1996.by her on 27 December 1996.

Her evidence is diminished still further by reference to her statement dated 27Her evidence is diminished still further by reference to her statement dated 27
December 1996 in which she states that December 1996 in which she states that she saw the same man on Sunday morning 22she saw the same man on Sunday morning 22
December 1996 at 7.15 a.m. on the roadway thumbing a lift, because the evidence onDecember 1996 at 7.15 a.m. on the roadway thumbing a lift, because the evidence on
file proves that Bailey was elsewhere at 7.15 a.m. on that file proves that Bailey was elsewhere at 7.15 a.m. on that date.date.

Bailey, Patricia Murphy, Mark Murphy, Robert Shelley and Tony Doran state that BaileyBailey, Patricia Murphy, Mark Murphy, Robert Shelley and Tony Doran state that Bailey
slept in Patricia Murphy's house.slept in Patricia Murphy's house.

Patricia Murphy states that she arrived home at about 12.15 a.m. on 22 DecemberPatricia Murphy states that she arrived home at about 12.15 a.m. on 22 December
1996. 1996. Her son Her son Mark arrivMark arrived with Bailey ed with Bailey and Shelley and Shelley at about 1at about 1.30 a.m. .30 a.m. After about After about anan
hour she says that Mark went to bed and she talked to Bailey for about another hour.hour she says that Mark went to bed and she talked to Bailey for about another hour.
She says that Bailey then left but after about two minutes he returned and asked if heShe says that Bailey then left but after about two minutes he returned and asked if he
could remain for the could remain for the night. night. This would havThis would have been about 3.30 e been about 3.30 a.m. according to a.m. according to herher
statement.statement.

Tony Doran who was in bed believes that Patricia Murphy retired at about 6 a.m.Tony Doran who was in bed believes that Patricia Murphy retired at about 6 a.m.

There is no evidence on file to support Marie Farrell's assertion that she saw Bailey atThere is no evidence on file to support Marie Farrell's assertion that she saw Bailey at
7.15 a.m. on the roadway on 22 December 1996.7.15 a.m. on the roadway on 22 December 1996.

Bailey actually had breakfast in the Murphy house.Bailey actually had breakfast in the Murphy house.

Mark Murphy states that he drove Bailey home at about 2 p.m. on 22 Mark Murphy states that he drove Bailey home at about 2 p.m. on 22 December 1996.December 1996.

Marie Farrell's evidence is further diminished by the fact that on 11 January 1997 sheMarie Farrell's evidence is further diminished by the fact that on 11 January 1997 she
phoned the Gardaí phoned the Gardaí under the alias Fiona. under the alias Fiona. Garda Bambury took Garda Bambury took the call.the call.

Garda Bambury on 13 August 1997 about seven months after the call made aGarda Bambury on 13 August 1997 about seven months after the call made a
statement in the matter although Fiona’s identity was known to Gardaí on 24 Januarystatement in the matter although Fiona’s identity was known to Gardaí on 24 January
1997.1997.
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His recollection in the statement is that Fiona said “that at 3 a.m. approximately on theHis recollection in the statement is that Fiona said “that at 3 a.m. approximately on the
morning of the 23rd of December 1996 she was in a car which was driving from Goleenmorning of the 23rd of December 1996 she was in a car which was driving from Goleen
towards Toormoretowards Toormore. . She said She said that she that she saw a saw a man on man on the road the road at that at that time. time. He wasHe was
walking towards Goleen and he was near Sylvia O’Connell’s Knitwear Shop when shewalking towards Goleen and he was near Sylvia O’Connell’s Knitwear Shop when she
saw him. saw him. She said that he wShe said that he was wearing a long black as wearing a long black coat, he had his coat, he had his hands up to thehands up to the
side of his face side of his face and he seemed and he seemed to be stumbling to be stumbling along. along. She said that She said that he was on he was on hishis
correct side ocorrect side of the road anf the road and facing towardd facing towards her. s her. She declined She declined again to gagain to give her fullive her full
name and addressname and address. . She said that sShe said that she would ring bahe would ring back again later in the ck again later in the day."day."

On 11 January 1997 Garda Bambury immediately informed Superintendent Dwyer ofOn 11 January 1997 Garda Bambury immediately informed Superintendent Dwyer of
the call and provided him with details of same.the call and provided him with details of same.

Superintendent Dwyer noted tSuperintendent Dwyer noted the details on a whe details on a work sheet by recording that: ork sheet by recording that: “At 4 a.m.“At 4 a.m.
on Sunday - Monday morning near Knitwear Shop - place O’Connell’s, Schull - Goleenon Sunday - Monday morning near Knitwear Shop - place O’Connell’s, Schull - Goleen
Road. Road. Man wearing Man wearing long black long black coat and coat and a hat. a hat. Wiping himself Wiping himself and stumbling and stumbling along.”along.”

This note of Superintendent Dwyer was not included in the Garda file submitted to thisThis note of Superintendent Dwyer was not included in the Garda file submitted to this
Office.Office.

In fact, the note was only submitted on 12 November 1997 in response to queryIn fact, the note was only submitted on 12 November 1997 in response to query
number 3 in direction dated 8 October 1997.number 3 in direction dated 8 October 1997.

As the note was taken by Superintendent Dwyer immediately after the call was made,As the note was taken by Superintendent Dwyer immediately after the call was made,
clearly the contents thereof reflect more accurately the detail of Fiona's call than theclearly the contents thereof reflect more accurately the detail of Fiona's call than the
statement made by Garda Bambury seven months after the event or the statement ofstatement made by Garda Bambury seven months after the event or the statement of
Marie Farrell made seventeen days after the call.Marie Farrell made seventeen days after the call.

There are significant differences in detail between the note taken by SuperintendentThere are significant differences in detail between the note taken by Superintendent
Dwyer and the statements of Bambury and Farrell.Dwyer and the statements of Bambury and Farrell.

The note taken The note taken by Superintendent by Superintendent Dwyer refers to SuDwyer refers to Sunday - Monday nday - Monday morning. morning. ThisThis
could be interpreted to could be interpreted to read Sunday or Monday morning.read Sunday or Monday morning.

Sophie was killed on the Monday morning.Sophie was killed on the Monday morning.

Marie Farrell alleged in her statement dated 27 December 1996 that she observedMarie Farrell alleged in her statement dated 27 December 1996 that she observed
Bailey on Sunday morning 22 December 1996.Bailey on Sunday morning 22 December 1996.

Bailey has alleged that the Gardaí exerted pressure on Marie Farrell to change the dayBailey has alleged that the Gardaí exerted pressure on Marie Farrell to change the day
of her alleged identification from Sunday (prior to the murder) to Monday (subsequentof her alleged identification from Sunday (prior to the murder) to Monday (subsequent
to the murder).to the murder).

The statement wherein she claims to identify Bailey on the roadway after the murderThe statement wherein she claims to identify Bailey on the roadway after the murder
was made subswas made subsequent to her being equent to her being identified as Fiona by identified as Fiona by the Gardaí. the Gardaí. They traced herThey traced her
through a telephone call to Chief Superintendent Smith on 24 January 1997.through a telephone call to Chief Superintendent Smith on 24 January 1997.

However, she However, she did not make did not make that statement that statement until 14 Feuntil 14 February 1997. bruary 1997. (After Bailey’s(After Bailey’s
release from detention)release from detention)

Superintendent Dwyer's note refers to the man as wearing a hat and wiping himself.Superintendent Dwyer's note refers to the man as wearing a hat and wiping himself.
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Marie Farrell’s potential as a witness is diminished even further by memo dated 28Marie Farrell’s potential as a witness is diminished even further by memo dated 28
January 1997 wherein she says that the person she was with was an old friend.January 1997 wherein she says that the person she was with was an old friend.

She has admitted to the Gardaí that this She has admitted to the Gardaí that this was a lie.was a lie.

She has informed them that she was with a lover and has refused to disclose theShe has informed them that she was with a lover and has refused to disclose the
identity.identity.

The Gardaí state that Marie Farrell is adamant that she will not disclose the identity ofThe Gardaí state that Marie Farrell is adamant that she will not disclose the identity of
her lover. her lover. She could be She could be held in contempheld in contempt of Court and t of Court and even be even be imprisoned for sucimprisoned for suchh
refusal in the event of refusal in the event of being called as a wbeing called as a witness in proceedings relitness in proceedings related to this case. ated to this case. ItIt
should also be noted that the national media have published on a number of occasionsshould also be noted that the national media have published on a number of occasions
the allegation that this wthe allegation that this witness was with her lover at the relevitness was with her lover at the relevant time. ant time. Her husband inHer husband in
all probability is aware of the matter despite the fact that the information was supposedall probability is aware of the matter despite the fact that the information was supposed
to be confidential.to be confidential.

At the request of this Office, Marie Farrell was again asked to disclose the identity ofAt the request of this Office, Marie Farrell was again asked to disclose the identity of
her lover and on 19 May 1998 through her Solicitor she refused to do her lover and on 19 May 1998 through her Solicitor she refused to do so.so.

Superintendent Twomey in report dated 8 August 1999 Superintendent Twomey in report dated 8 August 1999 indicates that a name has comeindicates that a name has come
into Garda possession of a person who was possibly with Marie Farrell at the relevantinto Garda possession of a person who was possibly with Marie Farrell at the relevant
time on time on 23 Dece23 December 1996. mber 1996. Such Such evidence evidence could be could be material. material. For all For all we kwe know thenow the
person might refute the suggestion that the man on the road was Bailey.person might refute the suggestion that the man on the road was Bailey.

In report dated 2 July 2001 Detective Garda Barth O’Leary states that the personIn report dated 2 July 2001 Detective Garda Barth O’Leary states that the person
referred to has been ruled out as a suspect and the Gardaí have been unable toreferred to has been ruled out as a suspect and the Gardaí have been unable to
establish the identity of the person who allegedly was with Marie Farrell on the night inestablish the identity of the person who allegedly was with Marie Farrell on the night in
question.question.

Even if the identification was definite this would be of little probative value given theEven if the identification was definite this would be of little probative value given the
location was not even indirectly en route between the scene of the murder and Bailey’slocation was not even indirectly en route between the scene of the murder and Bailey’s
home.home.

8. 8. Relationship Relationship between between Gardaí Gardaí and and certain certain witnesses.witnesses.

Detective Garda Fitzgerald is the officer who identified Marie Farrell as “Fiona” and heDetective Garda Fitzgerald is the officer who identified Marie Farrell as “Fiona” and he
managed her as a witness.managed her as a witness.

He is also the officer alleged to have given cash, clothes and hash to Martin Graham inHe is also the officer alleged to have given cash, clothes and hash to Martin Graham in
order to obtain order to obtain incriminating evidence against Bailey.incriminating evidence against Bailey.

He is also the Garda who would appear to have elicited incriminating observationsHe is also the Garda who would appear to have elicited incriminating observations
against Bailey which Jules Thomas asserts were "Press Ganged" from her while sheagainst Bailey which Jules Thomas asserts were "Press Ganged" from her while she
was unlawfully in custody.was unlawfully in custody.

He was also involved in taking a statement fHe was also involved in taking a statement from Michael Oliver on 10 February 1998 onrom Michael Oliver on 10 February 1998 on
which date Oliver was awaiting sentence which date Oliver was awaiting sentence on a serious harm on a serious harm conviction.conviction.
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The statement flatly contradicts a questionnaire completed by Oliver a year earlier.The statement flatly contradicts a questionnaire completed by Oliver a year earlier.
This questionnaire was not volunteered by the Gardaí – it had to be sought.This questionnaire was not volunteered by the Gardaí – it had to be sought.

It could certainly be argued that Oliver in an attempt to avoid a heavy sentence wasIt could certainly be argued that Oliver in an attempt to avoid a heavy sentence was
anxious to please the Gardaí at the time of making the statement on 10 February 1998.anxious to please the Gardaí at the time of making the statement on 10 February 1998.
Little if any incriminating weight can be attached to itLittle if any incriminating weight can be attached to it..

As referred to previously, the distressed Paul O’Colmain may also have been anxiousAs referred to previously, the distressed Paul O’Colmain may also have been anxious
to please the Gardaí in view of the drug to please the Gardaí in view of the drug difficulties relating to his son.difficulties relating to his son.

Martin Graham was destitute, had previous criminal convictions and was a drug abuser.Martin Graham was destitute, had previous criminal convictions and was a drug abuser.

During the course of using Graham the Gardaí discovered that he had told Bailey thatDuring the course of using Graham the Gardaí discovered that he had told Bailey that
he had received cash, clothes and hash from them as a reward for his assistance.he had received cash, clothes and hash from them as a reward for his assistance.

The Gardaí must have been aware that such a person might fThe Gardaí must have been aware that such a person might fabricate evidence in orderabricate evidence in order
to secure rewards.to secure rewards.

Tapes of conversations between Detective Garda Fitzgerald, Garda Michael CoughlanTapes of conversations between Detective Garda Fitzgerald, Garda Michael Coughlan
and Martin Graham were made by the Gardaí in order to discredit Graham after he hadand Martin Graham were made by the Gardaí in order to discredit Graham after he had
told Bailey how he was being used by the Gardaí.told Bailey how he was being used by the Gardaí.

Garda Fitzgerald and Garda Coughlan were aware of the conversation being taped.Garda Fitzgerald and Garda Coughlan were aware of the conversation being taped.
Graham was not. Graham was not. (Transcript 22 May (Transcript 22 May 1997 refers). They 1997 refers). They were unable to kwere unable to keep control ofeep control of
the conversation which resulted in Graham the conversation which resulted in Graham asking for hash.asking for hash.

Garda Fitzgerald states "in case you go to the old pub to night Martin, I have a bit ofGarda Fitzgerald states "in case you go to the old pub to night Martin, I have a bit of
money here for you and a bit of stuff, money here for you and a bit of stuff, I got a few smokes as well for you."I got a few smokes as well for you."

Martin Graham Martin Graham responds responds by askingby asking, "have , "have you got you got some hash?” some hash?” The transcript The transcript statesstates
that he was laugthat he was laughing. hing. However havHowever having heard the recording ing heard the recording of the tape of the tape that does notthat does not
appear to be appear to be the case. the case. The question The question sounds ssounds serious.erious.

Detective Garda Fitzgerald knowing that he was on tape, responds by stating "I haveDetective Garda Fitzgerald knowing that he was on tape, responds by stating "I have
cash and I have something in acash and I have something in a ?????????? and I have a few smokes you know you said and I have a few smokes you know you said
you were starved were you"?you were starved were you"?

Thereafter Detective Garda Fitzgerald states, "oh god we are going to have anThereafter Detective Garda Fitzgerald states, "oh god we are going to have an
accident". accident". (comment as (comment as the car goes the car goes around the around the bend).bend).

Later in the conversation Detective Garda Fitzgerald asks, "tell me this Martin, youLater in the conversation Detective Garda Fitzgerald asks, "tell me this Martin, you
mentioned to me yesterday and where is this place that you can collect the stuff nowmentioned to me yesterday and where is this place that you can collect the stuff now
inside around Skib, is there a locinside around Skib, is there a location where an old smoke cation where an old smoke can be collected?" an be collected?" Is thereIs there
a location in Skib, where you can collect a bit of dope, and pay somebody after, is therea location in Skib, where you can collect a bit of dope, and pay somebody after, is there
some locsome location?" ation?" I sI suppose uppose it wit would be ould be a mortal a mortal sin, to sin, to ask ask you you where where you you areare
collecting your stuff or would you be afraid of a surveillance operation being mounted?"collecting your stuff or would you be afraid of a surveillance operation being mounted?"
That is a handy kind That is a handy kind of arrangement just go to point (a) aof arrangement just go to point (a) and pick up, isn't it? nd pick up, isn't it? Do youDo you
pay before or after?"pay before or after?"
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Garda Mick Coughlan who was with Garda Fitzgerald asks "is there a big market inGarda Mick Coughlan who was with Garda Fitzgerald asks "is there a big market in
Skibbereen do you think?Skibbereen do you think?" " Later in the conversation GardLater in the conversation Garda Jim Fitzgerald states "therea Jim Fitzgerald states "there
is a bit of money there Martin, cash and a few smokes in case you go to the pub youis a bit of money there Martin, cash and a few smokes in case you go to the pub you
know, it is inside there wknow, it is inside there with the smokes. ith the smokes. I have no smokI have no smokes here, I will give yes here, I will give you a big bitou a big bit
and you can look and you can look after it yourself." after it yourself." Martin Graham responds, Martin Graham responds, "could we have a priv"could we have a privateate
chat, do you mind (addressing Mick Coughlan and asking Jim Fitzgerald) I don't knowchat, do you mind (addressing Mick Coughlan and asking Jim Fitzgerald) I don't know
you (referring to Gda. Mick Coughlan) you could be the Drugs Squad".you (referring to Gda. Mick Coughlan) you could be the Drugs Squad".

A private conversation outside the car for a couple of A private conversation outside the car for a couple of minutes then takes place betweenminutes then takes place between
D/Garda Jim Fitzgerald and MD/Garda Jim Fitzgerald and Martin Graham. artin Graham. This is not recorded aThis is not recorded and is therefore not innd is therefore not in
the transcript.the transcript.

Based on the above conversation and on the allegation by Martin Graham that he wasBased on the above conversation and on the allegation by Martin Graham that he was
given Hash by the Gardaí, despite D/Gda. Fitzgerald's denial, the balance of evidencegiven Hash by the Gardaí, despite D/Gda. Fitzgerald's denial, the balance of evidence
suggests that Graham is telling the truth. suggests that Graham is telling the truth. Such investigative practices are clearly unsafeSuch investigative practices are clearly unsafe
to say the least.to say the least.

9. 9. Alleged Alleged informal informal admissions admissions by by Bailey.Bailey.

After Bailey had been released without charge on 11 February 1997, the Gardaí took aAfter Bailey had been released without charge on 11 February 1997, the Gardaí took a
statement from Yvonne Ungerer.statement from Yvonne Ungerer.

She states that Bailey told her that he had been arrested and that the Gardaí had takenShe states that Bailey told her that he had been arrested and that the Gardaí had taken
blood from him blood from him and soand some clothing. me clothing. She asked She asked him why him why did they did they arrest you? arrest you? He repliedHe replied
that some witnesses had come forward who had seen him down by the water orthat some witnesses had come forward who had seen him down by the water or
causeway. causeway. I asked him what time I asked him what time was that and he was that and he said it was esaid it was early in the morning.arly in the morning.
She thinks he said around 4.00 a.m. (46C)She thinks he said around 4.00 a.m. (46C)

He said that he had got up out of bed to do some work on an article and he went out.He said that he had got up out of bed to do some work on an article and he went out.
That must have been the time they sThat must have been the time they saw me. aw me. He did not say whether he wHe did not say whether he was walking oras walking or
driving nor did he specify where exactly the water or causeway was.driving nor did he specify where exactly the water or causeway was.

It is clear that Bailey was simply reciting what the Gardaí alleged to him while he was inIt is clear that Bailey was simply reciting what the Gardaí alleged to him while he was in
custody.custody.

She said what were you doing down there and he said "oh I suppose I was washing theShe said what were you doing down there and he said "oh I suppose I was washing the
blood off my clothes".blood off my clothes".

She felt he She felt he said that in said that in a half joking a half joking way. way. Bailey has Bailey has consistently denconsistently denied being aied being att
Kealfadda Bridge, his answer is not an admission it is a sarcastic retort and he hasKealfadda Bridge, his answer is not an admission it is a sarcastic retort and he has
stated this to be stated this to be the case in the case in answer to Garda answer to Garda questions. questions. Yvonne UngereYvonne Ungerer was wellr was well
aware that Bailey was investigating the murder in a journalistic capacity.aware that Bailey was investigating the murder in a journalistic capacity.

This statement was taken from Yvonne Ungerer on 11 February 1997 after Bailey hadThis statement was taken from Yvonne Ungerer on 11 February 1997 after Bailey had
been released been released from detention from detention some housome hours earlier. rs earlier. During deteDuring detention he ntion he steadfastlysteadfastly
maintained that he had not been at the causeway.maintained that he had not been at the causeway.

During the course of his detention on 10 February 1997 Bailey was asked, "did you tellDuring the course of his detention on 10 February 1997 Bailey was asked, "did you tell
any editor of a newany editor of a newspaper that you kspaper that you killed Sophie? illed Sophie? (Interview 6C)(Interview 6C)
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He answered, “Helen Callanan told me that she had heard it being discussed withHe answered, “Helen Callanan told me that she had heard it being discussed with
another journalist in Danother journalist in Dublin. ublin. I had done I had done this, I was a primthis, I was a prime suspect, I hae suspect, I had done thed done the
murder. murder. Subsequent to that I said to her as a joke tSubsequent to that I said to her as a joke that I was the murderer and that I didhat I was the murderer and that I did
it to further my it to further my career”. career”. He also indicated He also indicated to Helen Cto Helen Callanan that he allanan that he would sue would sue forfor
defamation anybody who alleged that he was the murderer.defamation anybody who alleged that he was the murderer.

He was asked did you tHe was asked did you tell anybody else?ell anybody else?

He answered, “I also mentioned it to Yvonne Ungerer, Three Castle Head, I can't recallHe answered, “I also mentioned it to Yvonne Ungerer, Three Castle Head, I can't recall
what I said to her basically but it was on the same lines, this was possibly in the lastwhat I said to her basically but it was on the same lines, this was possibly in the last
week”.week”.

Consequent to this, the Gardaí took the last mentioned statement from YvonneConsequent to this, the Gardaí took the last mentioned statement from Yvonne
Ungerer. Ungerer. In In that that context, context, Bailey Bailey directed directed them them to to her. her. His His black black humour humour is is thethe
antithesis of an admission.antithesis of an admission.

At interview 6D it was put to him that witnesses saw him at 3.15 a.m. near KealfaddaAt interview 6D it was put to him that witnesses saw him at 3.15 a.m. near Kealfadda
Bridge.Bridge.

He responded these He responded these people are mistaken. people are mistaken. I was in bed.I was in bed.

At p.2 of 6D he was asked didn't you tell At p.2 of 6D he was asked didn't you tell somebody that you committed this murder.somebody that you committed this murder.

He responded yHe responded yes, I did, that was only es, I did, that was only a black joke. a black joke. I told Yvonne UI told Yvonne Ungerer.ngerer.

At interview 6E he was asked to tell the truth about being at Kealfadda Bridge at 3.00At interview 6E he was asked to tell the truth about being at Kealfadda Bridge at 3.00
a.m. approximately on 23 a.m. approximately on 23 December 1996.December 1996.

He responded I wHe responded I wasn't there, I didn't kill her. asn't there, I didn't kill her. I know you I know you don't believe me.don't believe me.

Bailey claims that his activity subsequent to the murder related to his investigation of itBailey claims that his activity subsequent to the murder related to his investigation of it
on a journalistic basis.on a journalistic basis.

He has consistently denied an involvement.He has consistently denied an involvement.

His so called informal admissions appear to be sarcastic responses to questions put toHis so called informal admissions appear to be sarcastic responses to questions put to
him by people who were aware that he was working to discover the identity of thehim by people who were aware that he was working to discover the identity of the
person who killed Sophie.person who killed Sophie.

Malachi Reed’s statement was made on 6 February 1997.Malachi Reed’s statement was made on 6 February 1997.

He states that on 4 February 1997 Bailey gave him a lift home and said to him “I wentHe states that on 4 February 1997 Bailey gave him a lift home and said to him “I went
up there with a rock one night and basup there with a rock one night and bashed her fucking brains in”. hed her fucking brains in”. He then said he did itHe then said he did it
to get a story for tto get a story for the newspapers.he newspapers.

Malachi Reed says that he got a shock when he heard what Ian had said and he got aMalachi Reed says that he got a shock when he heard what Ian had said and he got a
cold shiver. cold shiver. This is not cThis is not consistent with the onsistent with the recollection of his recollection of his mother, Amanda, wmother, Amanda, whoho
states that:states that:
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“I remember Tuesday the 4 “I remember Tuesday the 4 th th  February  February 1997 at 1997 at 9 p.m. Malac9 p.m. Malachi arrived home. hi arrived home. HeHe
told me he had got a spin home from Ian Bailtold me he had got a spin home from Ian Bailey. ey. Malachi seemed okMalachi seemed okay and wasay and was
in good in good form. form. On the On the following day following day the 5 the 5 th th  February 1997 Malachi arrived home February 1997 Malachi arrived home
at about 6:00 p.m. I noticed he at about 6:00 p.m. I noticed he was agitated and I wondwas agitated and I wondered why. ered why. I questionedI questioned
him and he told me that Gda. Kevin Kelleher had called to school that day andhim and he told me that Gda. Kevin Kelleher had called to school that day and
was asking questions about Ian Bailey and his movements on the previous night.was asking questions about Ian Bailey and his movements on the previous night.
Malachi then said he hadn’t told the Guard everything and he told me that IanMalachi then said he hadn’t told the Guard everything and he told me that Ian
had been drinking on the Tuesday night and that he had said to him that he hadhad been drinking on the Tuesday night and that he had said to him that he had
smashed her brains in smashed her brains in with a rock or stone. with a rock or stone. At this stage Malachi was At this stage Malachi was upset andupset and
I think that it was only then that the impact of what Ian Bailey had said to him hitI think that it was only then that the impact of what Ian Bailey had said to him hit
him”.him”.

It is abundantly clear that Malachi Reed was not upset by Ian Bailey on 4 FebruaryIt is abundantly clear that Malachi Reed was not upset by Ian Bailey on 4 February
1997, however, following his conversation with Gda. Kelleher he became upset and1997, however, following his conversation with Gda. Kelleher he became upset and
turned a conversation which had not apparently up until then alarmed him intoturned a conversation which had not apparently up until then alarmed him into
something sinister.something sinister.

At a party Diane Martin said to Ian Bailey “well, Ian I think you did it, you are theAt a party Diane Martin said to Ian Bailey “well, Ian I think you did it, you are the
murderer”.murderer”.

She says that he did not react and she was shocked.She says that he did not react and she was shocked.

Bailey’s conduct, however, is consistent with restraint in dealing with this rude personBailey’s conduct, however, is consistent with restraint in dealing with this rude person
who certainly was not in posswho certainly was not in possession of evidence to suession of evidence to support her allegation. pport her allegation. His failure toHis failure to
answer her is not incriminating.answer her is not incriminating.

Bailey got up and Bailey got up and walked away.walked away.

Later at the party she Later at the party she started to chant in time to started to chant in time to the music “Ian is a the music “Ian is a murderer”. murderer”. BaileyBailey
carried on playing music.carried on playing music.

One has to read her statements to get the full One has to read her statements to get the full flavour of her unreliability.flavour of her unreliability.

Her second statement portrays the level of hysteria against Bailey in the localHer second statement portrays the level of hysteria against Bailey in the local
community.community.

The first statement of James McKenna should be examined in this context.The first statement of James McKenna should be examined in this context.

McKenna states that Bailey said to him do you know about the murder in the town andMcKenna states that Bailey said to him do you know about the murder in the town and
he said that he had seen it on T.V. in the North, Bailey turned around and said “that ishe said that he had seen it on T.V. in the North, Bailey turned around and said “that is
me”. me”. He smirkeHe smirked at md at me as e as he said he said it.it.

Bailey and Jules Thomas left the premBailey and Jules Thomas left the premises and the bar girl came ises and the bar girl came running around to say,running around to say,
“do you know “do you know who you were who you were with” he is the person with” he is the person who killed the gwho killed the girl. irl. All the barAll the bar
clapped”.clapped”.

Again this demonstrates hysteria and resentment against Again this demonstrates hysteria and resentment against Bailey.Bailey.

James McKenna’s statement made on 9 April James McKenna’s statement made on 9 April 1997 consists of two pages.1997 consists of two pages.
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Diana Patricia McKenna made her statement on 28 April 1997.Diana Patricia McKenna made her statement on 28 April 1997.

It is not witnessed by a member of An It is not witnessed by a member of An Garda Síochána.Garda Síochána.

She states that on 8 April 1997 she and her husband met Bailey and Jules in a bar.She states that on 8 April 1997 she and her husband met Bailey and Jules in a bar.
They engaged in convThey engaged in conversation. ersation. She spoke to Jules and her hShe spoke to Jules and her husband spoke to Bailey.usband spoke to Bailey.

At 11:15 to 11:30 p.m., Bailey got up and At 11:15 to 11:30 p.m., Bailey got up and left the bar.left the bar.

He came back He came back ten minutes later. ten minutes later. A short time aA short time after that Bailey and fter that Bailey and Jules left the bJules left the barar
having invited Diana and her husband to their house at Toormore.having invited Diana and her husband to their house at Toormore.

After they had left she recalls people in the After they had left she recalls people in the bar clapping.bar clapping.

Maura the bar maid hurriedly Maura the bar maid hurriedly came towards her and hcame towards her and her husband. er husband. She told them thatShe told them that
the man in the man in whose company they had been had murdered someone.whose company they had been had murdered someone.

Mrs. McKenna knew immediately that she was referring to the French woman who hadMrs. McKenna knew immediately that she was referring to the French woman who had
been murdered because she had heard of this murder from her mother who lives inbeen murdered because she had heard of this murder from her mother who lives in
Schull and from a local person called Trish who works in the WSchull and from a local person called Trish who works in the Waterside Inn.aterside Inn.

Mrs. McKenna says that Trish had told her that a local man was under suspicion.Mrs. McKenna says that Trish had told her that a local man was under suspicion.

Mrs. McKenna then says, “Maura walked off and Jim told her that the man he had beenMrs. McKenna then says, “Maura walked off and Jim told her that the man he had been
sitting beside had asksitting beside had asked him had he heard ed him had he heard about the murder in Scabout the murder in Schull. hull. Jim had saidJim had said
that he had heard that he had heard about it in the newabout it in the news in the North. s in the North. Jim said the man Jim said the man had said “that ishad said “that is
me”.me”.

Jim told her that he was going to report Jim told her that he was going to report the matter to the Guards.the matter to the Guards.

It is notable that James McKenna only told his wife what Bailey had allegedly said afterIt is notable that James McKenna only told his wife what Bailey had allegedly said after
he had witnessed the highly unusual demonstration of resentment by way of clapping,he had witnessed the highly unusual demonstration of resentment by way of clapping,
when Bailey left the premises and the categorical statement by Maura that Bailey hadwhen Bailey left the premises and the categorical statement by Maura that Bailey had
murdered Sophie.murdered Sophie.

At the time of the alleged admission to James McKenna, it is notable that his wife didAt the time of the alleged admission to James McKenna, it is notable that his wife did
not observe any form of discomfiture on the part of her husband and he did not movenot observe any form of discomfiture on the part of her husband and he did not move
away from Bailey.away from Bailey.

According to Mrs. McKenna even when Bailey and Jules had left the premises JamesAccording to Mrs. McKenna even when Bailey and Jules had left the premises James
McKenna said nothing until after the clapping of the people in the bar and Maura’sMcKenna said nothing until after the clapping of the people in the bar and Maura’s
assertion that Bailey had killed Sophie.assertion that Bailey had killed Sophie.

Based on her statement it is clear that the Based on her statement it is clear that the alleged admission is of negligible weight.alleged admission is of negligible weight.

However, the Gardaí took a second statement from James McKenna on 21 April 1997.However, the Gardaí took a second statement from James McKenna on 21 April 1997.

This statement consists of some six This statement consists of some six pages.pages.
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In the second statement Mr. McKenna says that after Bailey said to him “that was me”In the second statement Mr. McKenna says that after Bailey said to him “that was me”
he immediately took this as an admission that Bailey had killed the lady.he immediately took this as an admission that Bailey had killed the lady.

McKenna states, “I was McKenna states, “I was numb with shock. numb with shock. After a few moments my After a few moments my wife asked whatwife asked what
was wwas wrong with rong with me. me. I can’t I can’t remember remember what, if what, if anything anything I told I told my wmy wife. ife. Very sVery shortlyhortly
after this I was aware that this couple were about to after this I was aware that this couple were about to leave the bar. leave the bar. They may have saidThey may have said
something as they were leaving, but at the time I something as they were leaving, but at the time I cannot be sure”.cannot be sure”.

This recollection is inconsistent with the recollection of his wife who says that herThis recollection is inconsistent with the recollection of his wife who says that her
husband did not say anything to her and she did not notice anything wrong with himhusband did not say anything to her and she did not notice anything wrong with him
until after the following:until after the following:

1. 1. Bailey Bailey and and Jules Jules inviting inviting herself herself and and her her husband husband to to visit visit their their home home atat
Toormore. Toormore. Mrs. McKenna sayMrs. McKenna says, “we didn’t commit ous, “we didn’t commit ourselves to visit themrselves to visit them
the next day at their home”.the next day at their home”.

2. 2. Until Until after after Bailey Bailey and and Jules Jules had had left left the the bar.bar.

3. 3. Until Until after after the the people people in in the the bar bar had had clapped clapped the the fact fact that that Bailey Bailey and and JulesJules
had left.had left.

4. 4. Until Until after after the the bar bar maid maid Maura Maura had had told told them them that that Bailey Bailey had had murderedmurdered
Sophie.Sophie.

It is particularly notable that James McKenna in his second statement in order toIt is particularly notable that James McKenna in his second statement in order to
amplify the alleged seriousness of the admission and the consequent shock he sufferedamplify the alleged seriousness of the admission and the consequent shock he suffered
as a result of hearing it, says that he cannot recall the invitation to visit the Thomasas a result of hearing it, says that he cannot recall the invitation to visit the Thomas
home.home.

This is extraordinary in view of the fact that in his first statement he says “he departedThis is extraordinary in view of the fact that in his first statement he says “he departed
asking me to know if we would like to call to his home the next day with our dogs, theyasking me to know if we would like to call to his home the next day with our dogs, they
both left the bar both left the bar and out thand out the door. e door. At that stage At that stage the girl behind the girl behind the bar Maura the bar Maura camecame
running around to say do you know who you were with he is the person who killed therunning around to say do you know who you were with he is the person who killed the
girl. girl. All All the bar the bar clapped”.clapped”.

It is clear that McKenna’s It is clear that McKenna’s second statemensecond statement cannot be relied on. t cannot be relied on. It is not consistentIt is not consistent
with his first statement and conflicts with the with his first statement and conflicts with the statement of his wife.statement of his wife.

When Bailey spoke to Delia Jackson, he categorically denied committing the murder.When Bailey spoke to Delia Jackson, he categorically denied committing the murder.
(Statement 129A).(Statement 129A).

At page 2 of Helen Callanan’s statement taken on 10 February 1997 she states that:At page 2 of Helen Callanan’s statement taken on 10 February 1997 she states that:

“last week I got to know that there were rumours that Eoin Bailey might be a“last week I got to know that there were rumours that Eoin Bailey might be a
suspect in the investigsuspect in the investigation. ation. When I next spoke to EWhen I next spoke to Eoin Bailey, I asked him oin Bailey, I asked him if heif he
was aware of the rumours. He asked me who said it and I told him that it did notwas aware of the rumours. He asked me who said it and I told him that it did not
matter”. She then says that on Saturday 1 February he phoned her and “askedmatter”. She then says that on Saturday 1 February he phoned her and “asked
me who said me who said he did. he did. I killed her to resuI killed her to resurrect my career as rrect my career as a journalist, prior toa journalist, prior to
saying that he said it saying that he said it was me. was me. When he said it was When he said it was me, I immediately thoughtme, I immediately thought
that he meant a quote from one of his stories about Sophie’s marriage breakingthat he meant a quote from one of his stories about Sophie’s marriage breaking
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up but he then continued to say yes I did it up but he then continued to say yes I did it I killed her to resurrect my career as aI killed her to resurrect my career as a
 journalist.  journalist. He He again again asked asked who who said said it it and and suggested suggested that that it it would would be be worthworth
£20,000 to him but then I finished the conversation”.£20,000 to him but then I finished the conversation”.

It is quite clear that It is quite clear that Bailey wanted to find out who was slandering him.Bailey wanted to find out who was slandering him.

When Helen Callanan refused to tell him he became frustrated and his remarks to herWhen Helen Callanan refused to tell him he became frustrated and his remarks to her
reek of sarcasm not veracity.reek of sarcasm not veracity.

Statements of Richie and Rose Shelley, taken on 2 and 5 July 1999 respectively wereStatements of Richie and Rose Shelley, taken on 2 and 5 July 1999 respectively were
submitted by the Gardaí.submitted by the Gardaí.
Richie Shelley states that on New Years Eve 1998 he Richie Shelley states that on New Years Eve 1998 he was drinking in Hackett’s bar withwas drinking in Hackett’s bar with
his wife. his wife. They wThey were joined by ere joined by Ian Bailey Ian Bailey and Jules and Jules Thomas. Thomas. At the end At the end of the of the night,night,
they went to the house of Jules Thomas and continued drinking there. The murder wasthey went to the house of Jules Thomas and continued drinking there. The murder was
discussed and Richie Shelley states that “the whole time Jules Thomas was supportingdiscussed and Richie Shelley states that “the whole time Jules Thomas was supporting
Bailey and saying he was innocent”. Richie Shelley then states that Jules Thomas wentBailey and saying he was innocent”. Richie Shelley then states that Jules Thomas went
to bed and he and his to bed and he and his wife were given sleeping bagwife were given sleeping bags by Bailey. s by Bailey. However, he got theHowever, he got the
impression that Bailey was not comfortable having them impression that Bailey was not comfortable having them in the house and he decided toin the house and he decided to
phone his phone his father to collect father to collect them. them. Richie Shelley Richie Shelley slipped into Baileyslipped into Bailey’s room apparen’s room apparentlytly
looking for the phonlooking for the phone. e. It should be reIt should be remembered that at this membered that at this time many people time many people in thein the
local community were convinced that Bailey had murdered Sophie Toscan Du Plantierlocal community were convinced that Bailey had murdered Sophie Toscan Du Plantier
and the community had been exhorted to obtain incriminating evidence in the matter.and the community had been exhorted to obtain incriminating evidence in the matter.

Bailey got out of bed Bailey got out of bed and showed Richie and showed Richie Shelley wShelley where the phone was here the phone was located. located. AfterAfter
making the call, Richie Shelley alleges that Ian Bailey came into the kitchen and cried “Imaking the call, Richie Shelley alleges that Ian Bailey came into the kitchen and cried “I
did it”, repeating this about did it”, repeating this about four or five times. four or five times. In response, each In response, each time Bailey allegedlytime Bailey allegedly
said “I did it”, Richie Shelley allegedly asked “you did what”? Bailey did not answer.said “I did it”, Richie Shelley allegedly asked “you did what”? Bailey did not answer.
However, when Richie Shelley allegedly persisted with the question, Bailey allegedlyHowever, when Richie Shelley allegedly persisted with the question, Bailey allegedly
said “I went too far, I said “I went too far, I went too far”. went too far”. Richie Shelley askRichie Shelley asked Bailey what he ed Bailey what he meant bymeant by
saying he had saying he had gone too far, but gone too far, but Bailey did not Bailey did not answer him. answer him. Rose Shelley Rose Shelley states thatstates that
she overhead the “conversation between Ian and Richie about the murder, whichshe overhead the “conversation between Ian and Richie about the murder, which
frightened her to frightened her to such an such an extent that shextent that she left the house left the house immediately”. e immediately”. However, sheHowever, she
also states “on New Years Night the exact words that Ian said to Richie I cannot bealso states “on New Years Night the exact words that Ian said to Richie I cannot be
specific but what he specific but what he did say I realised hdid say I realised he was telling Rice was telling Richie that he did the mhie that he did the murder”. urder”. AnAn
objective assessment of the alleged conversation between Richie Shelley and Ianobjective assessment of the alleged conversation between Richie Shelley and Ian
Bailey does not deBailey does not demonstrate that the conversmonstrate that the conversation was about the ation was about the murder. murder. Indeed, it isIndeed, it is
alleged that Richie Shelley had to persistently ask Bailey what he was talking about butalleged that Richie Shelley had to persistently ask Bailey what he was talking about but
he he elicited elicited no no satisfactory satisfactory response response to to the the question. question. It It is, is, however, however, matter matter ofof
indisputable fact that Bailey has on other occasions consistently and publiclyindisputable fact that Bailey has on other occasions consistently and publicly
proclaimed his innocence.proclaimed his innocence.

The next morning, all four The next morning, all four people met up in the people met up in the pub again, and Richie Shelley is allegedpub again, and Richie Shelley is alleged
to have said to Bailey “up to last night I thought you were innocent but now I think youto have said to Bailey “up to last night I thought you were innocent but now I think you
are guilty”.are guilty”.

From the report of Inspector Horgan dated 27 July 1999 it appears that Richie andFrom the report of Inspector Horgan dated 27 July 1999 it appears that Richie and
Rose Shelley have indicated that they did not come forward with the above informationRose Shelley have indicated that they did not come forward with the above information
previously becauspreviously because they did not e they did not want an involvwant an involvement in the casement in the case. e. This diminishes theThis diminishes the
credibility of their recollection still further. In fact Richie Shelley in his statement datedcredibility of their recollection still further. In fact Richie Shelley in his statement dated
19 June 2001 states that he did not come forward with the information until he was19 June 2001 states that he did not come forward with the information until he was
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approached by the Gardaí. If the alleged conversation took place he did not attachapproached by the Gardaí. If the alleged conversation took place he did not attach
sufficient weight to it to even bother sufficient weight to it to even bother reporting it.reporting it.

Richie and Rose Shelley were collected from outside the Thomas house by JohnRichie and Rose Shelley were collected from outside the Thomas house by John
Shelley but neither Richie nor Rose bothered to tell John Shelley about the allegedShelley but neither Richie nor Rose bothered to tell John Shelley about the alleged
admission.admission.

On an overall basis On an overall basis the Shelley evidence is dangerously unreliable.the Shelley evidence is dangerously unreliable.

10. Scratches.10. Scratches.

The Gardaí suggest that Bailey was scratched on his hands and arms during theThe Gardaí suggest that Bailey was scratched on his hands and arms during the
course of killing Sophie Toscan course of killing Sophie Toscan du Plantier. du Plantier. Her body was scratched and tHer body was scratched and they suggesthey suggest
that her killer must also have been scratched during the struggle.that her killer must also have been scratched during the struggle.

Bailey has consistently stated that he received scratches by climbing up a twenty-footBailey has consistently stated that he received scratches by climbing up a twenty-foot
tree with a bow saw in one hand, cutting the top off the tree and pulling it down throughtree with a bow saw in one hand, cutting the top off the tree and pulling it down through
the branches.the branches.

Bailey is supported in his explanation as to how he got the scratches by Jules ThomasBailey is supported in his explanation as to how he got the scratches by Jules Thomas
and her daughters Virginia and Saffron.and her daughters Virginia and Saffron.

The Gardaí do not contest the fact that Bailey cut the tree in the manner stated but theyThe Gardaí do not contest the fact that Bailey cut the tree in the manner stated but they
have a statement from a forester who says that it would be unlikely for a person to behave a statement from a forester who says that it would be unlikely for a person to be
scratched while engaged in wscratched while engaged in work as described by Baileyork as described by Bailey. . The forester did not see theThe forester did not see the
scratches.scratches.

This opinion does not outweigh the direct evidence as to causation of the scratchesThis opinion does not outweigh the direct evidence as to causation of the scratches
from the cutting of the tree. from the cutting of the tree. A forester might be an expert in the avoA forester might be an expert in the avoidance of scratchesidance of scratches
while cutting a tree not in twhile cutting a tree not in the theoretical interpretation of them.he theoretical interpretation of them.

Common sense dictates the real possibility of being scratched during such anCommon sense dictates the real possibility of being scratched during such an
operation.operation.

Even when Jules Thomas had been turned against Bailey while she was in detentionEven when Jules Thomas had been turned against Bailey while she was in detention
on 10 February 1997 she did not retract from her previous explanation as to him beingon 10 February 1997 she did not retract from her previous explanation as to him being
scratched as a result of cutting the tree.scratched as a result of cutting the tree.

Bailey cut the tree on Sunday 22 December 1996.Bailey cut the tree on Sunday 22 December 1996.

On the same date prior to cutting it he asserts that he had killed turkeys and becameOn the same date prior to cutting it he asserts that he had killed turkeys and became
slightly marked in the processlightly marked in the process. s. His memo at 9.45 a.m. oHis memo at 9.45 a.m. on 10 February 1997 n 10 February 1997 specificallyspecifically
refers. refers. He is supported bHe is supported by Jules Thomas y Jules Thomas and her daugand her daughters directly in the mhters directly in the matter.atter.

The scratches on Sophie Toscan du Plantier are listed by Prof. Harbison.The scratches on Sophie Toscan du Plantier are listed by Prof. Harbison.

At p.91 of Liam Hogan's first report the briars which the Gardaí allege scratched SophieAt p.91 of Liam Hogan's first report the briars which the Gardaí allege scratched Sophie
and her murderer shoand her murderer show razor like thorns. w razor like thorns. The photographs are rThe photographs are referred to.eferred to.
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Dr. Louise Barnes, a dermatologist (skin specialist) closely observed Bailey some fiveDr. Louise Barnes, a dermatologist (skin specialist) closely observed Bailey some five
days after the murdedays after the murder. r. She states “at nShe states “at no time, did he strike o time, did he strike one as being one as being suspicious.suspicious.
As a keen observer of peoples appearance due to my profession I certainly did notAs a keen observer of peoples appearance due to my profession I certainly did not
notice any marks or injuries to his face or hands.”notice any marks or injuries to his face or hands.”

Denis O'Callaghan saw Bailey on 24 December 1996 (the day after the murder) and heDenis O'Callaghan saw Bailey on 24 December 1996 (the day after the murder) and he
noticed multiple light scratches on Bailey's arms.noticed multiple light scratches on Bailey's arms.

Such light scratches are not consistent with cuts by razor like thorns.Such light scratches are not consistent with cuts by razor like thorns.

Richard Tisdall in his statement 190B recalls seeing scratch marks on one of Bailey'sRichard Tisdall in his statement 190B recalls seeing scratch marks on one of Bailey's
hands on Sunday night 22 December 1996 (prior to the murder but after the cutting ofhands on Sunday night 22 December 1996 (prior to the murder but after the cutting of
the tree and the killing of the the tree and the killing of the turkeys).turkeys).

Ronan Collins and Dylan Fairbairn on 24 December 1996 were in Bailey's house andRonan Collins and Dylan Fairbairn on 24 December 1996 were in Bailey's house and
neither noted the neither noted the scratches oscratches on Bailey. n Bailey. (After the murder).(After the murder).

Con O'Sullivan a butcher who alleges he met Bailey on 23 December 1996 does notCon O'Sullivan a butcher who alleges he met Bailey on 23 December 1996 does not
refer to seeing any scratches on him.refer to seeing any scratches on him.

From the evidence available it seems clear that the scratches caused to Bailey byFrom the evidence available it seems clear that the scratches caused to Bailey by
cutting the tree and killing the turkeys were not of a very grave nature and it is notcutting the tree and killing the turkeys were not of a very grave nature and it is not
therefore surprising that certain patrons in a pub on the night of 22 December 1996 didtherefore surprising that certain patrons in a pub on the night of 22 December 1996 did
not observe them.not observe them.

While in custody Jules Thomas stated that:While in custody Jules Thomas stated that:

"Sunday morning around midday that Sunday 22nd December 1996 I met Mark"Sunday morning around midday that Sunday 22nd December 1996 I met Mark
Murphy's van as I drove towards Schull and I saw Ian Bailey in front of the vanMurphy's van as I drove towards Schull and I saw Ian Bailey in front of the van
and presumed that Mand presumed that Mark was bringing him homark was bringing him home to my place. e to my place. I returned homeI returned home
from Schull and I spokfrom Schull and I spoke to Ian at home. e to Ian at home. He had shorts oHe had shorts on him and he was n him and he was goinggoing
killing the turkeys for Christmas and me and the girls were stringing up thekilling the turkeys for Christmas and me and the girls were stringing up the
turkeys. turkeys. Ian and SafIan and Saffi went down to fi went down to cut the top cut the top off a Christmas off a Christmas tree for thetree for the
Christmas. Christmas. Following the cutting of Following the cutting of the tree his forearmthe tree his forearms were scratched".s were scratched".

Virginia Oliver (Thomas) in her statement of 2 January 1997 states that "in relation toVirginia Oliver (Thomas) in her statement of 2 January 1997 states that "in relation to
the scratches on Ian's hand last week I can verify that Ian killed and plucked threethe scratches on Ian's hand last week I can verify that Ian killed and plucked three
turkeys on the Sunday turkeys on the Sunday before Christmas. before Christmas. Ian also climbed to the top Ian also climbed to the top of a tree to cut theof a tree to cut the
top off to use as a top off to use as a Christmas tree. Christmas tree. I did see his hands I did see his hands scratched when he scratched when he came downcame down
the tree."the tree."

Saffron Thomas was interviewed on 10 February 1997 and she stated that "I can verifySaffron Thomas was interviewed on 10 February 1997 and she stated that "I can verify
as I was a witness to him receiving cuts and scratches to his hands, arms and legs fas I was a witness to him receiving cuts and scratches to his hands, arms and legs fromrom
more specifically the cutting down of the tree." "Wmore specifically the cutting down of the tree." "We had to kill three turkeys and in doinge had to kill three turkeys and in doing
so Ian was cut by the turkey wings flapping when their heads were cut off."so Ian was cut by the turkey wings flapping when their heads were cut off."

In the questionnaire dated 14 January 1997 Bailey says that he killed and plucked theIn the questionnaire dated 14 January 1997 Bailey says that he killed and plucked the
turkeys on Sunday 22 December 1996 and then cut the tree and scratched his handsturkeys on Sunday 22 December 1996 and then cut the tree and scratched his hands
while doing so. while doing so. He has remained He has remained absolutely consisteabsolutely consistent with this explanation.nt with this explanation.
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On Sunday 22 December 1996 Bailey was seen by a local farmer, Liam O'Driscoll,On Sunday 22 December 1996 Bailey was seen by a local farmer, Liam O'Driscoll,
"pulling a Christmas tree. "pulling a Christmas tree. He was accoHe was accompanied by one mpanied by one of Jules' daugof Jules' daughters at the time."hters at the time."

There is no doubt but that Bailey cut the tree on Sunday 22 December 1996 and in factThere is no doubt but that Bailey cut the tree on Sunday 22 December 1996 and in fact
dragged it home.dragged it home.

Statement 81A made by Denis O'Callaghan on 4 February 1997 refers to "multiple lightStatement 81A made by Denis O'Callaghan on 4 February 1997 refers to "multiple light
scratches". scratches". He sayHe says that hs that he saw e saw them on them on Bailey's Bailey's left hand. left hand. In his In his previous sprevious statementtatement
he said they seemed like briar scratches, however in view of the description of thehe said they seemed like briar scratches, however in view of the description of the
thorns attached to the briars in the locality where Sophie was killed, light scratchingthorns attached to the briars in the locality where Sophie was killed, light scratching
would not be consistent with cuts from such thorns.would not be consistent with cuts from such thorns.

On 27 December 1996 Gda. Bart O'Leary alleges that he noticed that the back of bothOn 27 December 1996 Gda. Bart O'Leary alleges that he noticed that the back of both
of Bailey's hands wof Bailey's hands were cut. ere cut. Both were totally Both were totally covered in what he covered in what he thought were briarthought were briar
marks.marks.

On 28 December 1996 Gda. O'Leary asked Bailey how he cut his hands and BaileyOn 28 December 1996 Gda. O'Leary asked Bailey how he cut his hands and Bailey
explained while cutting explained while cutting the top off a tree to the top off a tree to make a Christmas tree. make a Christmas tree. Bailey then took oBailey then took offff
his jacket and Gda. O'Leary noticed that his jacket and Gda. O'Leary noticed that the scratches were on the backs of both handsthe scratches were on the backs of both hands
and up as far as both his elbowand up as far as both his elbows. s. Bailey’s willingness to assist the Gardaí Bailey’s willingness to assist the Gardaí is indicativeis indicative
of innocence. of innocence. He made no attempt tHe made no attempt to conceal the so conceal the scratch marks.cratch marks.

As distinct from his observation the previous day Gda. O'Leary says that they were notAs distinct from his observation the previous day Gda. O'Leary says that they were not
cuts only scratches and they were healing cuts only scratches and they were healing up.up.

This evidence is of benefit to Bailey. This evidence is of benefit to Bailey. It is suggested by the Gardaí that Bailey murdIt is suggested by the Gardaí that Bailey murderedered
Sophie Toscan du Plantier and was wearing clothing including a heavy black coat.Sophie Toscan du Plantier and was wearing clothing including a heavy black coat.
Marie Farrell's statement refers.Marie Farrell's statement refers.

If he had killed Sophie Toscan du Plantier while wearing this coat his arms and elbowsIf he had killed Sophie Toscan du Plantier while wearing this coat his arms and elbows
would have been would have been protected from the briars protected from the briars by the coat and by the coat and other clothes. other clothes. (Although the(Although the
more recent report from D/Inspector Hogan speculates that he might have been nakedmore recent report from D/Inspector Hogan speculates that he might have been naked
when he killed her, no evidence to support this view is submitted (Report of Marchwhen he killed her, no evidence to support this view is submitted (Report of March
2001, p.60)).2001, p.60)).

Bailey's long black cBailey's long black coat does not seem to havoat does not seem to have disappeared. e disappeared. On 31 December On 31 December 19961996
Gda. Kevin Kelleher noticed Bailey wearing a long black coat and carrying a bottle ofGda. Kevin Kelleher noticed Bailey wearing a long black coat and carrying a bottle of
wine.wine.

At page 19 of Dr. Geraldine O'Donnell's statement she refers to Bailey's clothing whichAt page 19 of Dr. Geraldine O'Donnell's statement she refers to Bailey's clothing which
included one black/dark navy overcoat (P.J. 24) and states that she found no damageincluded one black/dark navy overcoat (P.J. 24) and states that she found no damage
on the clothing of Ian Bailey.on the clothing of Ian Bailey.

If Bailey had been the murderer one would have expected to find some damage doneIf Bailey had been the murderer one would have expected to find some damage done
to his coat by the sharp thorns.to his coat by the sharp thorns.

Gda. Kelleher says that he noticed Bailey's left hand and could see scratches on theGda. Kelleher says that he noticed Bailey's left hand and could see scratches on the
wrist. wrist. He described the He described the scratches as bscratches as being light and exeing light and extending all along his tending all along his left wrist.left wrist.
His observation was made at the same time as that of O'Leary who later stated thatHis observation was made at the same time as that of O'Leary who later stated that
Bailey’s hands were cut.Bailey’s hands were cut.
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The evidence of D/Gda. John Culligan and D/Gda. Denis Harrington demonstrate moreThe evidence of D/Gda. John Culligan and D/Gda. Denis Harrington demonstrate more
discrepancies in the Garda evidence.discrepancies in the Garda evidence.

On 31 December 1996 D/Gda. Denis Harrington noticed that Ian Bailey had a lot ofOn 31 December 1996 D/Gda. Denis Harrington noticed that Ian Bailey had a lot of
scratches on the back of both hands.scratches on the back of both hands.

A few days before most of the scratches were meant to have been on the left A few days before most of the scratches were meant to have been on the left hand.hand.

Bailey asserts that some of the marks on him were obtained as a result of killing theBailey asserts that some of the marks on him were obtained as a result of killing the
turkeys on Sunday 22 December 1996.turkeys on Sunday 22 December 1996.

Con O'Sullivan's evidence in relation to the date Con O'Sullivan's evidence in relation to the date the turkeys were killed cannot be reliedthe turkeys were killed cannot be relied
on as his on as his statement wstatement was taken some as taken some five months afive months after the event. fter the event. The balance The balance ofof
evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that the turkeys were killed on Sunday 22evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that the turkeys were killed on Sunday 22
December 1996.December 1996.

Statements which the Gardaí decided not to submit to this Office but which wereStatements which the Gardaí decided not to submit to this Office but which were
obtained as a result of our requesting sight of all statements taken during the course ofobtained as a result of our requesting sight of all statements taken during the course of
the investigation show that two plucked and beheaded turkeys were lying on tea towelsthe investigation show that two plucked and beheaded turkeys were lying on tea towels
on the bathroom floor of the Thomas house in the early hours of Tuesday 24 Decemberon the bathroom floor of the Thomas house in the early hours of Tuesday 24 December
1996. 1996. (The d(The day after ay after the murdthe murder).er).

Ronan Collins and Dylan Fairbairn refer.Ronan Collins and Dylan Fairbairn refer.

It is not contended that the Thomas family and Ian Bailey had more tIt is not contended that the Thomas family and Ian Bailey had more than three turkeys.han three turkeys.

The evidence of Collins and Fairbairn is consistent with the evidence of Bailey, JulesThe evidence of Collins and Fairbairn is consistent with the evidence of Bailey, Jules
Thomas and her daughters to the effect that Bailey killed and plucked turkeys on 22Thomas and her daughters to the effect that Bailey killed and plucked turkeys on 22
December 1996 (before the murder of Sophie) on the basis that it is clear that BaileyDecember 1996 (before the murder of Sophie) on the basis that it is clear that Bailey
was otherwise occupied on 23 December 1996 being the date upon which Sophie’swas otherwise occupied on 23 December 1996 being the date upon which Sophie’s
body was found.body was found.

It is interesting to note that the Gardaí did not ask Bailey to show the scratches to aIt is interesting to note that the Gardaí did not ask Bailey to show the scratches to a
medical or any other expert witness in order to obtain an opinion as to medical or any other expert witness in order to obtain an opinion as to causation.causation.

This request was not made despite the fact that Bailey though under suspicion at theThis request was not made despite the fact that Bailey though under suspicion at the
time was pretime was prepared to pared to co-operate with co-operate with the Gardaí. the Gardaí. (Statement o(Statement of Gda. Bart f Gda. Bart O'LearyO'Leary
refers - re: scratches and Bailey's willingness to show them to persons in authority).refers - re: scratches and Bailey's willingness to show them to persons in authority).

The evidence of Denis O’Callaghan and Billy O’Regan relating to 24 December 1996The evidence of Denis O’Callaghan and Billy O’Regan relating to 24 December 1996
suggests that Bailey suggests that Bailey had difficulty cutting had difficulty cutting wood with his saw wood with his saw on an earlier date. on an earlier date. This isThis is
consistent with his assertion that he cut the top off a tree on 22 December 1996 andconsistent with his assertion that he cut the top off a tree on 22 December 1996 and
scratched himself in the scratched himself in the process.process.

It is interesting to note that persons who dealt with Bailey on the days after the murderIt is interesting to note that persons who dealt with Bailey on the days after the murder
was committed, such as Conn O'Sullivan, Eddie Cassidy and so forth do not mentionwas committed, such as Conn O'Sullivan, Eddie Cassidy and so forth do not mention
noticing scratch marks on Bailey's hands.noticing scratch marks on Bailey's hands.
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Brian Jackson in a statement taken on 13 January 1997 (159) says that Bailey came toBrian Jackson in a statement taken on 13 January 1997 (159) says that Bailey came to
his home some his home some day between 23 day between 23 and 28 Decemband 28 December 1996. er 1996. He makes He makes no mention ofno mention of
observing scratches on Bailey.observing scratches on Bailey.

Mike Browne a photographer was with Bailey for a substantial period on 23 DecemberMike Browne a photographer was with Bailey for a substantial period on 23 December
1996.1996.

He describes He describes the clothing the clothing Bailey was Bailey was wearing. wearing. He makes no He makes no mention of seeing mention of seeing thethe
scratches on Bailey.scratches on Bailey.

Bailey’s explanation for the scratches is plausible, consistent and is supported by otherBailey’s explanation for the scratches is plausible, consistent and is supported by other
direct and credible evidence.direct and credible evidence.

11. 11. Bailey’s Bailey’s alleged alleged incriminating incriminating knowledge knowledge of of the the murder.murder.

The news that a French national had been killed was broadcast on the 2 p.m. localThe news that a French national had been killed was broadcast on the 2 p.m. local
news.news.

Despite knowing that it had been mentioned, Bailey did not claim to have heard it whenDespite knowing that it had been mentioned, Bailey did not claim to have heard it when
he was later detained and interrogated by the Gardaí.he was later detained and interrogated by the Gardaí.

This is indicative of honesty on his part.This is indicative of honesty on his part.

Bailey has consistently maintained that Eddie Cassidy told him on 23 December 1996Bailey has consistently maintained that Eddie Cassidy told him on 23 December 1996
that a French National had been murdered and asked him to investigate the matter.that a French National had been murdered and asked him to investigate the matter.
The phone call was made at 1.40p.m. on that date.The phone call was made at 1.40p.m. on that date.

Eddie Cassidy states in his statement (99A) taken on 12 February 1997 "I canEddie Cassidy states in his statement (99A) taken on 12 February 1997 "I can
remember the 23rd of December 1996, the day the murder was discovered inremember the 23rd of December 1996, the day the murder was discovered in
Dunmanus Dunmanus West, Toormore, CoWest, Toormore, Co. Cork. . Cork. Sometime around Sometime around 12.20 p.m. 12.20 p.m. I contactedI contacted
Bantry Garda Station to speak with Superintendent J. P. Twomey about there being anBantry Garda Station to speak with Superintendent J. P. Twomey about there being an
incident in Schull which I had incident in Schull which I had heard through a reliable sheard through a reliable source of mine. ource of mine. I had been toldI had been told
that there had been a serious or suspicious incident."that there had been a serious or suspicious incident."

This Office asked the Gardaí "who is the reliable source who informed Eddie CassidyThis Office asked the Gardaí "who is the reliable source who informed Eddie Cassidy
about the incident which contact led Cassidy to phone Bantry Garda Station at 11.53about the incident which contact led Cassidy to phone Bantry Garda Station at 11.53
a.m. on the a.m. on the 23rd of December 1996 seeking Superintendent Twomey?".23rd of December 1996 seeking Superintendent Twomey?".

The answer given by D/Sgt. Hogan is that Eddie Cassidy will not disclose his source.The answer given by D/Sgt. Hogan is that Eddie Cassidy will not disclose his source.
The telephone records at appendix O, volume 6 of the Garda file show Cassidy's callThe telephone records at appendix O, volume 6 of the Garda file show Cassidy's call
seeking Superintendent Twomey to have been made at 11.53 a.m. on 23 Decemberseeking Superintendent Twomey to have been made at 11.53 a.m. on 23 December
1996.1996.

This means that Cassidy's source had informed him of the murder prior to 11.53 a.m.This means that Cassidy's source had informed him of the murder prior to 11.53 a.m.
on 23 December 1996.on 23 December 1996.

The Gardaí did not arrive at the scene of the murder until 10.38 a.m. on 23 DecemberThe Gardaí did not arrive at the scene of the murder until 10.38 a.m. on 23 December
1996.1996.
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Therefore, Cassidy's source had informed him about the incident within a short time ofTherefore, Cassidy's source had informed him about the incident within a short time of
the Gardaí hearing of the murder.the Gardaí hearing of the murder.

In statement (99A) Cassidy is incorrect in relation to placing the time of the initial call atIn statement (99A) Cassidy is incorrect in relation to placing the time of the initial call at
12.20 p.m.12.20 p.m.

In the memo of interview conducted on 8 January 1997 (99) Cassidy states that the callIn the memo of interview conducted on 8 January 1997 (99) Cassidy states that the call
he recolleche recollected making ted making at 12.20 at 12.20 p.m. p.m. was was about anabout another matter. other matter. This coThis contradicts hisntradicts his
assertion in statement (99A) that the call was about the murder.assertion in statement (99A) that the call was about the murder.

Superintendent Twomey was not available in Bantry Station so Cassidy phoned him atSuperintendent Twomey was not available in Bantry Station so Cassidy phoned him at
Schull Garda Station.Schull Garda Station.

Telephone records indicate that this phone call commenced at 13.25 and went on forTelephone records indicate that this phone call commenced at 13.25 and went on for
four minutes and nineteen four minutes and nineteen seconds.seconds.

Superintendent Twomey had left the scene of the murder at 12.50 p.m. on 23Superintendent Twomey had left the scene of the murder at 12.50 p.m. on 23
December 1996 knowing that the deceased was a French December 1996 knowing that the deceased was a French National, one Sophie ToscanNational, one Sophie Toscan
Du Plantier.Du Plantier.

Therefore during this four minute and nineteen second phone call with Eddie Cassidy,Therefore during this four minute and nineteen second phone call with Eddie Cassidy,
Superintendent Twomey had full knowledge of the identity of Sophie Toscan DuSuperintendent Twomey had full knowledge of the identity of Sophie Toscan Du
Plantier, the location where she was murdered, her Nationality and so forth.Plantier, the location where she was murdered, her Nationality and so forth.

Superintendent Twomey does not refer to this telephone conversation in his statementSuperintendent Twomey does not refer to this telephone conversation in his statement
dated 25 March 199dated 25 March 1997. 7. He mentions it in a sHe mentions it in a statement made in May tatement made in May some five monthssome five months
after the call. after the call. After such a leAfter such a lengthy period it is ngthy period it is unlikely that he unlikely that he could recall the could recall the detail ofdetail of
the phone conversation with precision.the phone conversation with precision.

I can see no reason why Superintendent Twomey would not have told Cassidy that theI can see no reason why Superintendent Twomey would not have told Cassidy that the
deceased was French and that she had deceased was French and that she had been murdered.been murdered.

Around that time it would appear that her natAround that time it would appear that her nationality was common knowledge.ionality was common knowledge.

Prior to 2 p.m. on 23 December 1996 Cathy Farrell states that she had been told byPrior to 2 p.m. on 23 December 1996 Cathy Farrell states that she had been told by
one Anne Mooney that the deceased was French.one Anne Mooney that the deceased was French.

On the basis of this information Cathy Farrell broadcast on the 2 p.m news bulletin theOn the basis of this information Cathy Farrell broadcast on the 2 p.m news bulletin the
fact that the woman murdered was French.fact that the woman murdered was French.

Deirdre O'Reilly of 96 FM states that she was told between 2 p.m. and 2.15 p.m. on 23Deirdre O'Reilly of 96 FM states that she was told between 2 p.m. and 2.15 p.m. on 23
December 1996 that the body was that of a French woman and she contacted BandonDecember 1996 that the body was that of a French woman and she contacted Bandon
Garda Station and this information was confirmed over the phone by the Gardaí there.Garda Station and this information was confirmed over the phone by the Gardaí there.

On the 3 p.m. news bulletin she repeated the information that the woman murderedOn the 3 p.m. news bulletin she repeated the information that the woman murdered
was French.was French.

Between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on 23 December 1996 several people were aware of theBetween 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on 23 December 1996 several people were aware of the
murder. murder. These include Gardaí, a priesThese include Gardaí, a priest, a doctor, neighbours t, a doctor, neighbours of the deceased and oof the deceased and off
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course Eddie Cassidy who had been informed of the incident by his secret source priorcourse Eddie Cassidy who had been informed of the incident by his secret source prior
to 11.53 a.m. on that date.to 11.53 a.m. on that date.

It is probable that many of these people told family, relatIt is probable that many of these people told family, relations and friends.ions and friends.

In a rural In a rural area the locarea the local grapevine al grapevine can operate can operate most efficiently. most efficiently. At 10.00 a.m. At 10.00 a.m. AlfieAlfie
Lyons who knew Sophie, suspected that it Lyons who knew Sophie, suspected that it was she who had been killed.was she who had been killed.

It is difficult It is difficult to accept that Superintendent Twomey did not disclose the nationality of theto accept that Superintendent Twomey did not disclose the nationality of the
deceased to Eddie deceased to Eddie Cassidy.Cassidy.

During the course of that phone call he gave Cassidy directions on how to get to theDuring the course of that phone call he gave Cassidy directions on how to get to the
scene.scene.

Cassidy does not Cassidy does not state that in memo state that in memo 99. 99. He makes no He makes no mention of the detail of themention of the detail of the
conversation he haconversation he had with Superintendent Twd with Superintendent Twomey therein. omey therein. Instead he sayInstead he says that he hads that he had
earlier phoned Dermot Sheehan, Auctioneer, Goleen who was able to tell him whereearlier phoned Dermot Sheehan, Auctioneer, Goleen who was able to tell him where
the scene was and he related this to Bailey.the scene was and he related this to Bailey.

This is incorrect.This is incorrect.

His conversation with Bailey was at 13.40 on 23 December 1996.His conversation with Bailey was at 13.40 on 23 December 1996.

Telephone records indicate that his conversation with Sheehan was at 14.21 on 23Telephone records indicate that his conversation with Sheehan was at 14.21 on 23
December 1996. December 1996. Sheehan sSheehan states that Cassidy tates that Cassidy gave him gave him specific directions and specific directions and maymay
have told him that the have told him that the deceased was deceased was French. French. Sheehan’s statement Sheehan’s statement is headed as is headed as aa
“Further Statement”, however, the Gardaí claim that he did not make a prior statement.“Further Statement”, however, the Gardaí claim that he did not make a prior statement.

It is abundantly clear that Cassidy must have been given the directions to the scene byIt is abundantly clear that Cassidy must have been given the directions to the scene by
Superintendent Twomey.Superintendent Twomey.

In statement 99A EdIn statement 99A Eddie Cassidy die Cassidy changes his echanges his evidence again. vidence again. He says that He says that "I was"I was
referred to Schull Garda Station referred to Schull Garda Station where Superintendent where Superintendent Twomey was. Twomey was. I spoke briefly toI spoke briefly to
him there and he confirmed that a female body had been found, initially he said thehim there and he confirmed that a female body had been found, initially he said the
location was around Toormore. location was around Toormore. He gave me no further details and He gave me no further details and I was not aware thatI was not aware that
the body the body was that was that of a Frencof a French National h National or a yor a young or oung or old person. old person. I rang theI rang the
Superintendent back after about fifteen minutes and he told me that the woman was inSuperintendent back after about fifteen minutes and he told me that the woman was in
her late twenties, he did not her late twenties, he did not give me specific details of where to go but give me specific details of where to go but he told me that ifhe told me that if
I passed the Altar Restaurant and over the humpback bridge and turned right beforeI passed the Altar Restaurant and over the humpback bridge and turned right before
Sylivia O'Connell's and said that you probably would not be able to get a photographSylivia O'Connell's and said that you probably would not be able to get a photograph
because the road was closed off."because the road was closed off."

Cassidy then changes the sequence of events in that he goes on to say that he firstCassidy then changes the sequence of events in that he goes on to say that he first
rang Father Denis Cashman rang Father Denis Cashman and then rang Dermot Sheehanand then rang Dermot Sheehan, auctioneer, Goleen. , auctioneer, Goleen. ThisThis
would have would have been after spbeen after speaking to Sueaking to Superintendent Twomey perintendent Twomey twice. twice. It contradicts hisIt contradicts his
first memo of interview.first memo of interview.

Cassidy then states that at 12.50 p.m. approximately he contacted Tom McSweeney ofCassidy then states that at 12.50 p.m. approximately he contacted Tom McSweeney of
RTE but McSweeney was already working on RTE but McSweeney was already working on the story.the story.
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In fact telephone In fact telephone records show records show that Cassidy phonethat Cassidy phoned Tom McSwd Tom McSweeney at 13.32. eeney at 13.32. HeHe
phoned again at 13.33 and spoke to him for three minutes and nine seconds.phoned again at 13.33 and spoke to him for three minutes and nine seconds.

He then states he phoned Ian Bailey and told him that a female body had been found inHe then states he phoned Ian Bailey and told him that a female body had been found in
the Toormore area.the Toormore area.

He asked Bailey to go to the scene and gave him directions there.He asked Bailey to go to the scene and gave him directions there.

Cassidy maintains that he did Cassidy maintains that he did not know that the not know that the deceased was French.deceased was French.

In statement 384 made by Cathy Farrell which was not included in the Garda fileIn statement 384 made by Cathy Farrell which was not included in the Garda file
originally sent to this Office, she states "I was putting a script together for our 2. p.m.originally sent to this Office, she states "I was putting a script together for our 2. p.m.
bulletin when I receivbulletin when I received a call from Aed a call from Anne Mooney nne Mooney another local journalisanother local journalist. t. She askedShe asked
me had I heard abome had I heard about the murder whicut the murder which I confirmed. h I confirmed. She then added thShe then added that the victimat the victim
was a was a French woman. French woman. I then read I then read that information that information on our 2 on our 2 p.m. news p.m. news bulletin. bulletin. After 2After 2
p.m. I spoke to Deirdre O'Reilly of 103 FM, Bandon, West Cork and she put together ap.m. I spoke to Deirdre O'Reilly of 103 FM, Bandon, West Cork and she put together a
more detailed report for our 3 p.m. more detailed report for our 3 p.m. bulletin."bulletin."

Telephone records show that Cassidy phoned Anne Mooney at 13.49 hours. (35Telephone records show that Cassidy phoned Anne Mooney at 13.49 hours. (35
seconds)seconds)

Cassidy phoned Anne Mooney again at 13.50 hours. Cassidy phoned Anne Mooney again at 13.50 hours. (32 seconds)(32 seconds)

Cassidy for the third time phoned Anne Mooney on 23 December 1996 at 13.51 hoursCassidy for the third time phoned Anne Mooney on 23 December 1996 at 13.51 hours
and the call lasted one minute and thirty-six seconds.and the call lasted one minute and thirty-six seconds.

This is the same Anne Mooney who is alleged by Cathy Farrell to have told her prior toThis is the same Anne Mooney who is alleged by Cathy Farrell to have told her prior to
the 2 p.m. news bulletin that the deceased was French.the 2 p.m. news bulletin that the deceased was French.

In a later statement Cassidy claims that he did not know the nationality of the deceasedIn a later statement Cassidy claims that he did not know the nationality of the deceased
until 4 p.m. until 4 p.m. This claim is This claim is unbelievable, not alonunbelievable, not alone in view e in view of the above but of the above but as will beas will be
demonstrated later in this demonstrated later in this analysis.analysis.

The Gardaí did not consider it appropriate to take a statement from Anne Mooney,The Gardaí did not consider it appropriate to take a statement from Anne Mooney,
however, this Office requested them to do so.however, this Office requested them to do so.

The statement The statement was taken was taken one year one year after the murdafter the murder. er. Anne MooneyAnne Mooney's recollection in's recollection in
relation to what she specifically knew and said at the time is unreliable in view of therelation to what she specifically knew and said at the time is unreliable in view of the
long delay.long delay.

Cathy Farrell's statement was made on Cathy Farrell's statement was made on 3 April 1997 some three months after 3 April 1997 some three months after the event.the event.
Her recollection is factually corroborated by the fact that she broadcast the informationHer recollection is factually corroborated by the fact that she broadcast the information
that the deceased was French on the 2 p.m. news bulletinthat the deceased was French on the 2 p.m. news bulletin

Accordingly, some person told her that the deceased was French prior to 2 p.m.Accordingly, some person told her that the deceased was French prior to 2 p.m.

Cathy Farrell recalls this person as Anne Mooney.Cathy Farrell recalls this person as Anne Mooney.
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Anne Mooney in her statement taken a year after the event confirms that she contactedAnne Mooney in her statement taken a year after the event confirms that she contacted
96 FM to see if they knew anything about the incident and she was told that they96 FM to see if they knew anything about the incident and she was told that they
already had it and were running it on the bulletins.already had it and were running it on the bulletins.

Anne Mooney says that she remembers Eddie Cassidy contacting her around 2 p.m.Anne Mooney says that she remembers Eddie Cassidy contacting her around 2 p.m.
and he asked her if she had heard that a body was found near Schull, that it was aand he asked her if she had heard that a body was found near Schull, that it was a
woman's body and he thought it was non-national and that it was found in suspiciouswoman's body and he thought it was non-national and that it was found in suspicious
circumstances and she thinks that was about all he said to her.circumstances and she thinks that was about all he said to her.

In her statement dated 3 April 1997, Cathy Farrell states that on 23 December 1996 "IIn her statement dated 3 April 1997, Cathy Farrell states that on 23 December 1996 "I
was putting a script together for our 2.00 p.m. bulletin when I received a call from Annewas putting a script together for our 2.00 p.m. bulletin when I received a call from Anne
Mooney another local journalist, she asked me if I had heard about the murder, which IMooney another local journalist, she asked me if I had heard about the murder, which I
confirmed. confirmed. She thShe then adden added that ed that the vthe victim wictim was a as a French French woman. woman. I then I then read tharead thatt
information on our 2.00 p.m. news bulletin".information on our 2.00 p.m. news bulletin".

This is very important evidence in that the Gardaí assert that the nationality of theThis is very important evidence in that the Gardaí assert that the nationality of the
deceased was deceased was not published not published until much later until much later that day.that day.

Accordingly it is astounding that the Gardaí did not in Accordingly it is astounding that the Gardaí did not in their original report disclose Cathytheir original report disclose Cathy
Farrell’s statement to this Office.Farrell’s statement to this Office.

Eddie Cassidy denies speaking to Anne Mooney on 23 December 1996 despiteEddie Cassidy denies speaking to Anne Mooney on 23 December 1996 despite
telephone records to the contrary.telephone records to the contrary.

On 8 October 1997 it was directed that the Gardaí furnish this Office with a copy of allOn 8 October 1997 it was directed that the Gardaí furnish this Office with a copy of all
statements taken during the course of the Garda investigation.statements taken during the course of the Garda investigation.

The Gardaí knew from telephone records that Eddie Cassidy had phoned AnneThe Gardaí knew from telephone records that Eddie Cassidy had phoned Anne
Mooney prior to 2.00 p.m. on 23 December 1996, the last call at 13.51 hours had aMooney prior to 2.00 p.m. on 23 December 1996, the last call at 13.51 hours had a
duration of oduration of one minute ne minute and thirty-six and thirty-six seconds. seconds. Nonetheless, tNonetheless, they did hey did not take not take aa
statement from Anne Mooney until directed by this Office to do so.statement from Anne Mooney until directed by this Office to do so.

They must have anticipated that Anne Mooney would confirm Cathy Farrell'sThey must have anticipated that Anne Mooney would confirm Cathy Farrell's
recollection and this would have undermined Eddie Cassidy's assertion that he had norecollection and this would have undermined Eddie Cassidy's assertion that he had no
idea that the deceased was French until 4.00 p.m. that day.idea that the deceased was French until 4.00 p.m. that day.

As a result of direction dated 8 October 1997, the Gardaí knew that this Office wouldAs a result of direction dated 8 October 1997, the Gardaí knew that this Office would
become aware of Anne Mooney, and they took a statement from Eddie Cassidy on 19become aware of Anne Mooney, and they took a statement from Eddie Cassidy on 19
October 1997 in which he states that he dialled Anne Mooney's number three timesOctober 1997 in which he states that he dialled Anne Mooney's number three times
without getting a reply on 23 December 1996.without getting a reply on 23 December 1996.

The telephone records and Anne Mooney’s recollection clearly contradict EddieThe telephone records and Anne Mooney’s recollection clearly contradict Eddie
Cassidy. Cassidy. It seems clear that he It seems clear that he spoke to Anne spoke to Anne Mooney at the relMooney at the relevant time.evant time.

The statement of Dick The statement of Dick Cross was taken one Cross was taken one year after the murder by year after the murder by the Gardaí. the Gardaí. It wasIt was
taken at the specific request of this Office.taken at the specific request of this Office.

Telephone records indicate that Eddie Cassidy phoned Cross at 13.38 on 23 DecemberTelephone records indicate that Eddie Cassidy phoned Cross at 13.38 on 23 December
1996.1996.
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Within two minutes Cassidy phoned Bailey at 13.40 and spoke to him for two minutesWithin two minutes Cassidy phoned Bailey at 13.40 and spoke to him for two minutes
and thirty three secoand thirty three seconds. nds. Bailey asserts tBailey asserts that during this cohat during this conversation Cassidy nversation Cassidy told himtold him
about the murder, the nationality of the deceased, gave him directions to the scene andabout the murder, the nationality of the deceased, gave him directions to the scene and
asked him to go there.asked him to go there.

Cross then says Bailey phoned him after the call from Cassidy.Cross then says Bailey phoned him after the call from Cassidy.

Bailey told Cross that there had been a murder at Toormore.Bailey told Cross that there had been a murder at Toormore.

Cross says that on the basis of local information given to him by Eddie Cassidy he hadCross says that on the basis of local information given to him by Eddie Cassidy he had
drafted rough details on how to reach the scene.drafted rough details on how to reach the scene.

He says that he over shot the junction on the narrow road leading to the Du PlantierHe says that he over shot the junction on the narrow road leading to the Du Plantier
house and a man driving a tractor pointed it out thouse and a man driving a tractor pointed it out to him.o him.

Taking into account the fact that Cross's conversation was with Cassidy prior toTaking into account the fact that Cross's conversation was with Cassidy prior to
Cassidy speaking to Bailey, it would seem that Cassidy had accurate information as toCassidy speaking to Bailey, it would seem that Cassidy had accurate information as to
the location of the murder when speaking to Cross at 13.38 and then to Bailey at 13.40.the location of the murder when speaking to Cross at 13.38 and then to Bailey at 13.40.
If Cassidy’s evidence in statement 99A and 99D is accepted the source of thisIf Cassidy’s evidence in statement 99A and 99D is accepted the source of this
information was Superintendent Twomey, who, however, disputes this.information was Superintendent Twomey, who, however, disputes this.

Michael McSweeney in his statement dated 18 February 1997 says that Padraig BeirneMichael McSweeney in his statement dated 18 February 1997 says that Padraig Beirne
phoned him at 2 p.m. approximately on 23 December 1996 and advised him to go tophoned him at 2 p.m. approximately on 23 December 1996 and advised him to go to
West Cork in relation to the incident.West Cork in relation to the incident.

At 2.10 p.m. Padraig Beirne phoned Michael McSweeney back to say that he had beenAt 2.10 p.m. Padraig Beirne phoned Michael McSweeney back to say that he had been
contacted by Ian Bailey who claimed contacted by Ian Bailey who claimed he had photographs of the he had photographs of the scene.scene.

At around 2.15 to 2.20 p.m. Bailey phoned Michael McSweeney stating that he hadAt around 2.15 to 2.20 p.m. Bailey phoned Michael McSweeney stating that he had
taken photographs taken photographs of the scenof the scene. e. At statement 74(A) At statement 74(A) McSweeney McSweeney states that Baileystates that Bailey
was vague about the content of the photos and then went on to say that his girlfriendwas vague about the content of the photos and then went on to say that his girlfriend
had taken them.had taken them.

No reference to Bailey having a picture of the deceased is to be found in any ofNo reference to Bailey having a picture of the deceased is to be found in any of
McSweeney's McSweeney's three sthree statements. tatements. McSweeney McSweeney is the is the witness witness who who D/Sgt. HogD/Sgt. Hoganan
described described as noas not being t being co-operative. co-operative. However, However, his statemenhis statements appear ts appear objective,objective,
balanced and fair.balanced and fair.

Bailey's flurry of activity in relation to dealing with the murder on a journalistic basis onlyBailey's flurry of activity in relation to dealing with the murder on a journalistic basis only
commenced after he had spoken to commenced after he had spoken to Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 hours.Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 hours.

Eddie Cassidy in his statement taken on 22 April 1997 (99C) refers to original notesEddie Cassidy in his statement taken on 22 April 1997 (99C) refers to original notes
that he had taken before he went to the scene on 23 December 1996.that he had taken before he went to the scene on 23 December 1996.

On the right hand side of the notes he says the information is from Diarmuid SheehanOn the right hand side of the notes he says the information is from Diarmuid Sheehan
Auctioneer.Auctioneer.

He says that the notes about the Altar Restaurant were those he got from Supt. J.P.He says that the notes about the Altar Restaurant were those he got from Supt. J.P.
Twomey. Twomey. These may relaThese may relate to his phone cte to his phone conversation with Twonversation with Twomey at 13.25 hours omey at 13.25 hours onon
23 December 1996.23 December 1996.
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He says that the name of the deceased which is written on the top of the notes wasHe says that the name of the deceased which is written on the top of the notes was
given to him by Supt. Twomey at 10.10 p.m. on tgiven to him by Supt. Twomey at 10.10 p.m. on the night of 23 December 1996.he night of 23 December 1996.

In an undated statement (99D) Cassidy states that the sequence of events previouslyIn an undated statement (99D) Cassidy states that the sequence of events previously
outlined is not accurate with regard to time.outlined is not accurate with regard to time.

He then refers to the telephone records.He then refers to the telephone records.

He then makes another mistake.He then makes another mistake.

He states that it was 13.20 when he contacted Bantry Garda Station to speak withHe states that it was 13.20 when he contacted Bantry Garda Station to speak with
Supt. J.P. Twomey about the incident in Schull which he had heard about through aSupt. J.P. Twomey about the incident in Schull which he had heard about through a
reliable source.reliable source.

In fact the telephone records indicate that the time he made this In fact the telephone records indicate that the time he made this call was 11.53 a.m.call was 11.53 a.m.

Cassidy then refers to his phone cCassidy then refers to his phone conversation with Supt. Twomey onversation with Supt. Twomey at 13.25 hrs. at 13.25 hrs. At thisAt this
time Supt. Twomey knew the precise location of the murder, the nationality and identitytime Supt. Twomey knew the precise location of the murder, the nationality and identity
of the deceased having returned to Schull Garda Station from the scene.of the deceased having returned to Schull Garda Station from the scene.

Cassidy says that Supt. Twomey told him that the location was around Toormore andCassidy says that Supt. Twomey told him that the location was around Toormore and
gave him no further details other than confirming the body was that of gave him no further details other than confirming the body was that of a female.a female.

In this rectifying statement Cassidy states that:In this rectifying statement Cassidy states that:
"after about fifteen minutes the Superintendent phoned me back and told "after about fifteen minutes the Superintendent phoned me back and told me theme the
woman was in her late twenties and gave me general directions of where to gowoman was in her late twenties and gave me general directions of where to go
saying that if I saying that if I passed the Altar Restaurant and over the humpbacked bridge andpassed the Altar Restaurant and over the humpbacked bridge and
right before Sylvia O'Connell's I would find the place but that I would not be ableright before Sylvia O'Connell's I would find the place but that I would not be able
to get a picture as to get a picture as the road was closthe road was closed off. ed off. At 13.40 I contacted At 13.40 I contacted Ian Bailey".Ian Bailey".

Supt. Twomey denies making this call.Supt. Twomey denies making this call.

If there was no such call then Cassidy's unreliability is further demonstrated.If there was no such call then Cassidy's unreliability is further demonstrated.

Cassidy further states:Cassidy further states:
"I then rang Schull Garda Station for Supt. Twomey to get the exact location but"I then rang Schull Garda Station for Supt. Twomey to get the exact location but
he was not there so I rang Bantry Garda Station and spoke to him for eighthe was not there so I rang Bantry Garda Station and spoke to him for eight
minutes and told him what time I would arrive at the scene and he gave preciseminutes and told him what time I would arrive at the scene and he gave precise
directions directions there. there. That That call call was was at at 14.52. 14.52. I did I did not not know know that that the the deceaseddeceased
woman was a French national until I arrived at the scene when I was told bywoman was a French national until I arrived at the scene when I was told by
Supt. Twomey. Supt. Twomey. That was That was approximately 4 approximately 4 p.m. on the p.m. on the 23 23 rd rd  December 1996.” December 1996.”

This is an incredible assertion by Cassidy in view of the fact that at 2 p.m. on 23This is an incredible assertion by Cassidy in view of the fact that at 2 p.m. on 23
December 1996 it had been broadcast on the public airwaves that the deceased was aDecember 1996 it had been broadcast on the public airwaves that the deceased was a
French national.French national.

In the statement of 19 October 1997 this phone call at 14.52 hours on 23 DecemberIn the statement of 19 October 1997 this phone call at 14.52 hours on 23 December
1996 is referred to for the first time.1996 is referred to for the first time.
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It defies belief that Twomey It defies belief that Twomey kept from Cassidy kept from Cassidy the nationality of the deceasthe nationality of the deceased. ed. It was aIt was a
matter of Public Record at that time.matter of Public Record at that time.

On 23 December 1996 Supt. Twomey met Eddie Cassidy at the scene some time afterOn 23 December 1996 Supt. Twomey met Eddie Cassidy at the scene some time after
3.00 p.m. 3.00 p.m. Other journalists wOther journalists were there but Supt. Twere there but Supt. Twomey did not domey did not discuss matters wiscuss matters withith
them. them. He He remained remained with Cwith Cassidy.assidy.

An objective assessment of Supt. Twomey's known communications with EddieAn objective assessment of Supt. Twomey's known communications with Eddie
Cassidy on 23 December 1996 suggests privileged treatment being given to theCassidy on 23 December 1996 suggests privileged treatment being given to the
 journalist. journalist.

Cassidy's reliability as a witness is diminished still further by his statement made on 20Cassidy's reliability as a witness is diminished still further by his statement made on 20
December 1997.December 1997.

In it he asserts that:In it he asserts that:

"it is brought to my notice that I said in a previous undated statement made in"it is brought to my notice that I said in a previous undated statement made in
late June or early July 1997 that Supt. Twomey rang me back about fifteenlate June or early July 1997 that Supt. Twomey rang me back about fifteen
minutes after this phonminutes after this phone call at 13.25 hourse call at 13.25 hours. . I now realise thaI now realise that this is not correct.t this is not correct.
One of the reasons being, my telephone was continuously engaged from aboutOne of the reasons being, my telephone was continuously engaged from about
13.30 to 14.00 13.30 to 14.00 hours. hours. I do not have I do not have a call waiting sa call waiting service on my ervice on my phone 023phone 023
34479".34479".

Cassidy further states "I am now satisfied that the next time I spoke to Supt. TwomeyCassidy further states "I am now satisfied that the next time I spoke to Supt. Twomey
was at 14.52 hours at Bantry Garda Station when I advised him that I was bringing awas at 14.52 hours at Bantry Garda Station when I advised him that I was bringing a
photographer to the scene".photographer to the scene".

Telephone records indicate that this conversation lasted for eight minutes and forty-oneTelephone records indicate that this conversation lasted for eight minutes and forty-one
seconds. It is not understood why Cassidy felt obliged to tell Supt. Twomey that he wasseconds. It is not understood why Cassidy felt obliged to tell Supt. Twomey that he was
bringing a photographer to the scene and it certainly would not take eight minutes andbringing a photographer to the scene and it certainly would not take eight minutes and
forty-one seconds to convey that information.forty-one seconds to convey that information.

This Office requested the Gardaí to obtain a detailed statement from Supt. TwomeyThis Office requested the Gardaí to obtain a detailed statement from Supt. Twomey
outlining all forms of communication he had with Cassidy on 23 December 1996.outlining all forms of communication he had with Cassidy on 23 December 1996.

In a statement made on 11 December 1997 Twomey states that "the firstIn a statement made on 11 December 1997 Twomey states that "the first
communication I had with him "Cassidy" on the 23rd December 1996 was when hecommunication I had with him "Cassidy" on the 23rd December 1996 was when he
rang me at Schull Garda Station at 13.25 and I have referred to this in my statement ofrang me at Schull Garda Station at 13.25 and I have referred to this in my statement of
the 16th May 1997".the 16th May 1997".

"It has been brought to my notice that Mr. Cassidy rang Bantry Garda Station at 14.52"It has been brought to my notice that Mr. Cassidy rang Bantry Garda Station at 14.52
and spoke to me and spoke to me for eight minutes. for eight minutes. I have no recI have no record of this call anord of this call and cannot recall thed cannot recall the
conversation at this stage".conversation at this stage".

(Telephone records prove that the call was made.)(Telephone records prove that the call was made.)

“As stated in my statement of 25 July 1997 I returned later that evening to the scene“As stated in my statement of 25 July 1997 I returned later that evening to the scene
and Eddie Cassidy and other journalists were near the scene including the suspect Ianand Eddie Cassidy and other journalists were near the scene including the suspect Ian
Bailey. Bailey. It was getting dark at this stage and It was getting dark at this stage and they left after a short period as they they left after a short period as they werewere
not allowed to the scene".not allowed to the scene".
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Supt. Twomey does not refer to a phone conversation he had with Cassidy at 10.00Supt. Twomey does not refer to a phone conversation he had with Cassidy at 10.00
p.m. on 23 December p.m. on 23 December 1996. 1996. Twomey has dTwomey has denied making one cenied making one call, has no recollectioall, has no recollectionn
of another and does not mention the 10 p.m. call.of another and does not mention the 10 p.m. call.

The most favourable assessment that one can apply to Eddie Cassidy is that he wouldThe most favourable assessment that one can apply to Eddie Cassidy is that he would
be wholly unreliable as a witness.be wholly unreliable as a witness.

Padraig Beirne's statement is made five months after the murder.Padraig Beirne's statement is made five months after the murder.

He states that Bailey phoned him at about 1.55 p.m. and offered him a picture of theHe states that Bailey phoned him at about 1.55 p.m. and offered him a picture of the
deceased.deceased.

Beirne says that he told Bailey that Michael McSweeney would collect the picture ofBeirne says that he told Bailey that Michael McSweeney would collect the picture of
the dead woman.the dead woman.

Beirne says that Bailey also offered him pictures of the scene where the body wasBeirne says that Bailey also offered him pictures of the scene where the body was
found but he was not interested in them.found but he was not interested in them.

Beirne says that he Beirne says that he gave Bailey, Michael McSweeney's mobile phone number.gave Bailey, Michael McSweeney's mobile phone number.

We know from We know from Michael McSweeney's statement that Bailey phoned McSweeney.Michael McSweeney's statement that Bailey phoned McSweeney.

However, Michael McSweeney makes no mention of Bailey stating that he had aHowever, Michael McSweeney makes no mention of Bailey stating that he had a
photograph of the deceased.photograph of the deceased.

Beirne says that he contacted Michael McSweeney and advised him of theBeirne says that he contacted Michael McSweeney and advised him of the
conversation -agreement with Bailey.conversation -agreement with Bailey.

Michael McSweeney in his statement makes no mention of being told by Beirne thatMichael McSweeney in his statement makes no mention of being told by Beirne that
Bailey had a photograph of the deceased taken prior to her death which was to beBailey had a photograph of the deceased taken prior to her death which was to be
picked up by him.picked up by him.

Padraig Padraig Beirne’s Beirne’s statement statement is is strange. strange. With regWith regard ard to to the the alleged alleged pre-deathpre-death
photograph of Sophie, he is not supported in his recollection by Michael McSweeney,photograph of Sophie, he is not supported in his recollection by Michael McSweeney,
Dick Cross, Bailey or indeed anyone else.Dick Cross, Bailey or indeed anyone else.

If Bailey had stated that he had a pre-death photograph of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier itIf Bailey had stated that he had a pre-death photograph of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier it
is not credible that McSweeney would have forgotten such an important item from ais not credible that McSweeney would have forgotten such an important item from a
media perspective.media perspective.

Michael McSweeneyMichael McSweeney's statement is take's statement is taken less than n less than two months atwo months after the murder. fter the murder. HisHis
recollection appears more logical and reliable than that of Beirne whose statement wasrecollection appears more logical and reliable than that of Beirne whose statement was
taken five months after the murder.taken five months after the murder.

On balance it appears probable that On balance it appears probable that the photograph never existed.the photograph never existed.

It is clear from It is clear from the file that Bailey had been trying to establish a journalistic career in the file that Bailey had been trying to establish a journalistic career in thisthis
country.country.
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Jules Thomas has stated that Bailey having been informed of the murder by EddieJules Thomas has stated that Bailey having been informed of the murder by Eddie
Cassidy believed Cassidy believed that this was an that this was an opportunity to opportunity to further his career. further his career. This assertion isThis assertion is
self evident. self evident. He was He was a journalist liva journalist living in the ling in the locality.ocality.

This provides an explanation for his This provides an explanation for his eagerness to become very involved in the reportingeagerness to become very involved in the reporting
of the situation from the time he of the situation from the time he heard about the murder from Eddie Cassidy.heard about the murder from Eddie Cassidy.

At the time that he was speaking to Padraig Beirne and Michael McSweeney (aroundAt the time that he was speaking to Padraig Beirne and Michael McSweeney (around
2.00 p.m.) he knew that he would be in a position to take photographs of the scene2.00 p.m.) he knew that he would be in a position to take photographs of the scene
within minutes.within minutes.

In fact he and In fact he and Jules took phJules took photographs about otographs about 20 minutes after the 20 minutes after the above calls. above calls. TheyThey
were at the scene at about 2.20 p.m.were at the scene at about 2.20 p.m.

It is clear from the evidence on file that Bailey was at home at 9.00 a.m. on 23It is clear from the evidence on file that Bailey was at home at 9.00 a.m. on 23
December 1996.December 1996.

The body of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was found by Alfie Lyons at 10.10 a.m. on 23The body of Sophie Toscan Du Plantier was found by Alfie Lyons at 10.10 a.m. on 23
December 1996.December 1996.

The Gardaí were at the scene oThe Gardaí were at the scene of the murder at 10.38 a.m. on 23 December 1f the murder at 10.38 a.m. on 23 December 1996. 996. OnOn
23 December 23 December 1996 it 1996 it would havwould have been e been dark until adark until after 8.00 a.m. fter 8.00 a.m. According toAccording to
information in the IPA Diary sunrise on 23 December in Dublin is at 8.39a.m., and itinformation in the IPA Diary sunrise on 23 December in Dublin is at 8.39a.m., and it
would be somewhat later in Schull.would be somewhat later in Schull.

The Gardaí state that it is reasonable to suggest that the photographs referred to byThe Gardaí state that it is reasonable to suggest that the photographs referred to by
Bailey were taken prior to the telephone call from Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 on 23Bailey were taken prior to the telephone call from Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 on 23
December 1996.December 1996.

In essence this means that such photographs would have had to be taken by BaileyIn essence this means that such photographs would have had to be taken by Bailey
between 8.00 a.m. and 9.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996.between 8.00 a.m. and 9.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996.

Therefore the Gardaí place Bailey around 3.00 a.m. or 4.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996Therefore the Gardaí place Bailey around 3.00 a.m. or 4.00 a.m. on 23 December 1996
at Kealfadda Bridge washing blood off his clothes, he later sneaks back to the houseat Kealfadda Bridge washing blood off his clothes, he later sneaks back to the house
and there gets a camera, goes back to the scene of the murder, waits until it is brightand there gets a camera, goes back to the scene of the murder, waits until it is bright
and then takes photographs of the scene, he then goes home has breakfast with Julesand then takes photographs of the scene, he then goes home has breakfast with Jules
Thomas at 9.00 a.m. and then does nothing until he receives an unexpected phone callThomas at 9.00 a.m. and then does nothing until he receives an unexpected phone call
from Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 asking him to go to the scene.from Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 asking him to go to the scene.

This sequence oThis sequence of events is unlikely f events is unlikely to say the least. to say the least. Bailey and Jules Bailey and Jules Thomas were notThomas were not
observed at the scene until after 2 p.m. on 23 December 1996.observed at the scene until after 2 p.m. on 23 December 1996.

If Bailey was the murderer, it would be an extraordinary act for him to photograph theIf Bailey was the murderer, it would be an extraordinary act for him to photograph the
body before its discovery and then attempt to sell the photograph to a newspaper.body before its discovery and then attempt to sell the photograph to a newspaper.

Caroline LeftwickCaroline Leftwick's statement w's statement was taken as taken nearly five nearly five months after months after the murder. the murder. OneOne
wonders how she wonders how she could recall precise times after such a lapscould recall precise times after such a lapse of time. e of time. In any event theIn any event the
times she mentions do not make sense.times she mentions do not make sense.
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Leftwick states that between 11.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. on 23 December 1996 Ian rangLeftwick states that between 11.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. on 23 December 1996 Ian rang
her and told her that ther and told her that there had been here had been a murder at Toormora murder at Toormore. e. He was exHe was excited.cited.

She states that he said it was a French woman and he was going to cover the story.She states that he said it was a French woman and he was going to cover the story.

He then said that he would not be coming over to collect the He then said that he would not be coming over to collect the garlic.garlic.

D/Gda. W.H. Leahy took the statement.D/Gda. W.H. Leahy took the statement.

This statement is remarkable in that Bailey is alleged to have been aware of the murderThis statement is remarkable in that Bailey is alleged to have been aware of the murder
before 12.30 p.m., was excited about its before 12.30 p.m., was excited about its investigation and yet did nothing whatsoever toinvestigation and yet did nothing whatsoever to
further its coverage until he received an unexpected phone call from Eddie Cassidy atfurther its coverage until he received an unexpected phone call from Eddie Cassidy at
13.40 hours asking him to go to the scene in Toormore.13.40 hours asking him to go to the scene in Toormore.

It is far more likely that Bailey made the call to Caroline Leftwick after he had receivedIt is far more likely that Bailey made the call to Caroline Leftwick after he had received
the call from Eddie the call from Eddie Cassidy at 13.4Cassidy at 13.40 hours. 0 hours. The Gardaí were The Gardaí were at the scene at at the scene at 10.3810.38
a.m. and Bailey was not seen there until about 2.20 p.m.a.m. and Bailey was not seen there until about 2.20 p.m.

Richard Leftwick made a statement on 15 May 1997 in which he states that the phoneRichard Leftwick made a statement on 15 May 1997 in which he states that the phone
call was reccall was received from Bailey eived from Bailey between 12.00 between 12.00 noon and 2.00 noon and 2.00 p.m. p.m. His later statementHis later statement
made on 10 December 1998 cannot be considered more reliable than his previousmade on 10 December 1998 cannot be considered more reliable than his previous
statement dealing with the same issue.statement dealing with the same issue.

Phoning the Leftwicks simply to tell them that he could not collect garlic as previouslyPhoning the Leftwicks simply to tell them that he could not collect garlic as previously
arranged was a mundane and courteous act on the part of Bailey.arranged was a mundane and courteous act on the part of Bailey.

Richard Leftwicks original statement is consistent with Bailey receiving the call fromRichard Leftwicks original statement is consistent with Bailey receiving the call from
Eddie Cassidy at 13.40 hours and then phoning the Leftwicks to tell them that he couldEddie Cassidy at 13.40 hours and then phoning the Leftwicks to tell them that he could
not collect the garlic.not collect the garlic.

If Bailey had murdered Sophie Toscan Du Plantier earlier that day such a telephoneIf Bailey had murdered Sophie Toscan Du Plantier earlier that day such a telephone
call is hard to comprehend. call is hard to comprehend. One would have exOne would have expected his mind to be on other thipected his mind to be on other things,ngs,
such as listening to the radio to see if the murder of the woman was reported,such as listening to the radio to see if the murder of the woman was reported,
establishing an alibi anestablishing an alibi and so on. d so on. His behaviour is inHis behaviour is indicative of innocencdicative of innocence.e.

Paul O’Colmain’s statement taken on 1 September 1999 recalling the time of anPaul O’Colmain’s statement taken on 1 September 1999 recalling the time of an
alleged conversation with Bailey on 23 December 1996, some 32 months previously,alleged conversation with Bailey on 23 December 1996, some 32 months previously,
cannot be attributed any weight. As indicated previously he is a witness who appears tocannot be attributed any weight. As indicated previously he is a witness who appears to
be anxious to please the Gardaí.be anxious to please the Gardaí.

In letter dated 19 June 1998 Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor refers to the Leftwick’sIn letter dated 19 June 1998 Malachy Boohig, State Solicitor refers to the Leftwick’s
reference to garlic as being erroneous and that in fact cannabis was to be collected byreference to garlic as being erroneous and that in fact cannabis was to be collected by
Bailey on the date in question. Mr Boohig had previously told this Office that he hadBailey on the date in question. Mr Boohig had previously told this Office that he had
been given this information by the Gardaí.been given this information by the Gardaí.

12. 12. Knowledge Knowledge of of injuries injuries to to body body of of deceased.deceased.
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Dr. L. O'Connor arrived at the scene of the murder at approximately 11.00 a.m. on 23Dr. L. O'Connor arrived at the scene of the murder at approximately 11.00 a.m. on 23
December 1996.December 1996.

He observed Sophie's body there.He observed Sophie's body there.

At page three of his statement (63) he states "her left hand was clinched and sheAt page three of his statement (63) he states "her left hand was clinched and she
appeared to have a laceration between her first and second fingers".appeared to have a laceration between her first and second fingers".

Several other persons saw Several other persons saw the body that morning. the body that morning. These included Gardaí, a priest aThese included Gardaí, a priest andnd
neighbours.neighbours.

This particular wound would have been as apparent to them as to the doctor.This particular wound would have been as apparent to them as to the doctor.

A substantial amount of gossip occurred on the day itself about the murder as to howA substantial amount of gossip occurred on the day itself about the murder as to how
Sophie was killed and in the days and weeks thereafter there was national mediaSophie was killed and in the days and weeks thereafter there was national media
speculation in relation to it, her injuries, tspeculation in relation to it, her injuries, the murder weapons etc.he murder weapons etc.

Incriminating weight cannot be attached to Bailey mentioning to Deirdre O'Reilly twoIncriminating weight cannot be attached to Bailey mentioning to Deirdre O'Reilly two
weeks weeks after the after the murder that murder that Sophie had Sophie had sustained a sustained a serious finger serious finger injury. injury. SeeSee
statement of Ian Vickery in that context.statement of Ian Vickery in that context.

13. 13. Other Other aspects aspects of of Garda Garda Investigation.Investigation.

Page 7 of the transcript of a tape recording made by D/Gda. Fitzgerald and D/Gda.Page 7 of the transcript of a tape recording made by D/Gda. Fitzgerald and D/Gda.
Coughlan in order to discredit Martin Graham reads as follows:Coughlan in order to discredit Martin Graham reads as follows:

Fitzgerald says to Graham (Appendix R, bottom of page 7) "this could be a veryFitzgerald says to Graham (Appendix R, bottom of page 7) "this could be a very
important conversation Martin, there could be revelations here that could save anotherimportant conversation Martin, there could be revelations here that could save another
life and that is all we are interested in and do you know that people are scared aroundlife and that is all we are interested in and do you know that people are scared around
here, especially women that he has assaulted in the past including his own wife youhere, especially women that he has assaulted in the past including his own wife you
know and all we are trying to do is get the truth and save a life. know and all we are trying to do is get the truth and save a life. When things die down,When things die down,
things will revert back to the old ways, drink, joints, the moon and everything you know,things will revert back to the old ways, drink, joints, the moon and everything you know,
what is going to happen again, becwhat is going to happen again, because there will be more reactions. ause there will be more reactions. Do you study theDo you study the
moon?"moon?"

Graham as stated previously is an Englishman in poor circumstances living in thisGraham as stated previously is an Englishman in poor circumstances living in this
country and engaged in the abuse of illegal drugs.country and engaged in the abuse of illegal drugs.

If Gardaí were prepared to discuss the case in such terms in a recorded conversation itIf Gardaí were prepared to discuss the case in such terms in a recorded conversation it
is a fair inference that such comments were characteristic of the approach of at leastis a fair inference that such comments were characteristic of the approach of at least
some of the Gardaí. some of the Gardaí. Such comments seeSuch comments seem to have been intendm to have been intended to elicit a particulared to elicit a particular
response from witnesses who are in effect exhorted to take a particular line in order toresponse from witnesses who are in effect exhorted to take a particular line in order to
avoid further loss of life.avoid further loss of life.

The evidence of James Camier and his wife is highly suspect.The evidence of James Camier and his wife is highly suspect.

Their statements were taken some two years after the murder.Their statements were taken some two years after the murder.
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On 1 October 1998 Garda Kevin Kelleher having been contacted by this Office statedOn 1 October 1998 Garda Kevin Kelleher having been contacted by this Office stated
that Geraldine Camier had informed him that she could not recall her husband having athat Geraldine Camier had informed him that she could not recall her husband having a
conversation with Jules Thomas on the mconversation with Jules Thomas on the morning of 23 December 1996.orning of 23 December 1996.

However, on 7 January 1999 a copy statement from Geraldine Camier was received inHowever, on 7 January 1999 a copy statement from Geraldine Camier was received in
this Office wherein she states she can now recall Jules Thomas telling her husbandthis Office wherein she states she can now recall Jules Thomas telling her husband
about the murder and she thinks the conversation took place on Monday 23 Decemberabout the murder and she thinks the conversation took place on Monday 23 December
1996.1996.

This statement is in direct contradiction to the information that she had previouslyThis statement is in direct contradiction to the information that she had previously
conveyed to Garda Kelleher but is in support of evidential arguments advanced by theconveyed to Garda Kelleher but is in support of evidential arguments advanced by the
Gardaí.Gardaí.

On 11 January 1999 at the request of this Office Garda Kelleher made a statement inOn 11 January 1999 at the request of this Office Garda Kelleher made a statement in
which he confirms that Geraldine Camier could not recollect the events recorded in thewhich he confirms that Geraldine Camier could not recollect the events recorded in the
statement made by her husband.statement made by her husband.

James Camier in his first statement taken on 21 September 1998 states that betweenJames Camier in his first statement taken on 21 September 1998 states that between
11 am and 11:30 am on 23 11 am and 11:30 am on 23 December 1996 (date of the murder) Jules Thomas told himDecember 1996 (date of the murder) Jules Thomas told him
that a Frencthat a French woman h woman had been had been murdered in thmurdered in the locality. e locality. He states He states that he wthat he wasas
shocked by the news.shocked by the news.

On 1 October 1998 Garda Kelleher told this Office that James Camier did not mentionOn 1 October 1998 Garda Kelleher told this Office that James Camier did not mention
the alleged conversation with Jules Thomas to any other person that morning.the alleged conversation with Jules Thomas to any other person that morning.

It was indicated that such reticence was bizarre, particularly as Camier was workingIt was indicated that such reticence was bizarre, particularly as Camier was working
with his wife at the vegetable stall and serving the public, many of whom he must havewith his wife at the vegetable stall and serving the public, many of whom he must have
known.known.

Garda Kelleher agreed that the behaviour was at the very least strange.Garda Kelleher agreed that the behaviour was at the very least strange.

Subsequently, on 17 October 1998 James Camier made a further statement in whichSubsequently, on 17 October 1998 James Camier made a further statement in which
he states that when his stall became quiet on 23 December 1996 he discussed thehe states that when his stall became quiet on 23 December 1996 he discussed the
murder with his wife.murder with his wife.

This contradicts the information which he had previously given to Garda Kelleher.This contradicts the information which he had previously given to Garda Kelleher.

The most charitable interpretation that one can attribute to the Camier evidence is thatThe most charitable interpretation that one can attribute to the Camier evidence is that
it is wholly unreliable.it is wholly unreliable.

It is also inadmissible against Bailey on the basis of the It is also inadmissible against Bailey on the basis of the rule against hearsay evidence.rule against hearsay evidence.

14. 14. Fire Fire on on the the Thomas Thomas property.property.

On 7 February On 7 February 1997, Brian Jacks1997, Brian Jackson made a on made a statement to D/Garda statement to D/Garda Jim Fitzgerald. Jim Fitzgerald. In itIn it
he states that around Christmas time he noticed a fire in he states that around Christmas time he noticed a fire in the Thomas property.the Thomas property.
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The statement of Louise Kennedy is taken on 17 April 1997 some four months after theThe statement of Louise Kennedy is taken on 17 April 1997 some four months after the
event.event.

She says that she noticed the fire on 26 December 1996.She says that she noticed the fire on 26 December 1996.

After a period of four months her After a period of four months her recollection could easily be in error as to the date.recollection could easily be in error as to the date.

A fire in a country area is A fire in a country area is surely not unusual.surely not unusual.

At page 5 of her statement, Bridget McLoughlin recollects that "in the course of myAt page 5 of her statement, Bridget McLoughlin recollects that "in the course of my
conversation with Eoin Bailey I asked him about the rumours that he had burned someconversation with Eoin Bailey I asked him about the rumours that he had burned some
clothes on thclothes on the morning e morning after the murder. after the murder. He replied He replied "I had to "I had to burn clothes burn clothes becausebecause
they were covered in turkey blood".they were covered in turkey blood".

Bridget McLoughlin mentions the day after the murder.Bridget McLoughlin mentions the day after the murder.

Bailey in his reply does not.Bailey in his reply does not.

On 10 February 1997 while Jules Thomas was in detention (10B Page 5) she wasOn 10 February 1997 while Jules Thomas was in detention (10B Page 5) she was
asked "what about the fire at the back of the asked "what about the fire at the back of the studio?studio?

She replied "it was going for about three days. She replied "it was going for about three days. I wanted to clean out that place and tidyI wanted to clean out that place and tidy
it up. it up. I burned I burned newspapers annewspapers and clothes d clothes I used I used in my in my painting. painting. I burned the I burned the mattress asmattress as
well it was old and worn.well it was old and worn.

A horse hair mattress could easily smoulder for three days.A horse hair mattress could easily smoulder for three days.

At page two of a further interview conducted while she was in custody Jules ThomasAt page two of a further interview conducted while she was in custody Jules Thomas
was asked did you ever see blood on Ian's clothes?was asked did you ever see blood on Ian's clothes?

She replied She replied "no". "no". Except when Except when he killed the he killed the turkeys on turkeys on the Sunday. the Sunday. He returned He returned to theto the
house ahouse about lubout lunch time nch time from Schull. from Schull. He did He did some josome jobs arounbs around the d the place. place. When heWhen he
killed the turkeykilled the turkeys he was s he was wearing shorts. wearing shorts. There was There was blood on theblood on them. m. I put them I put them soakingsoaking
in a tub outside under in a tub outside under the drain pipe. the drain pipe. None of us like killing None of us like killing turkeys and Ian doesn't likturkeys and Ian doesn't likee
doing it.doing it.

She mentions soaking shorts, she does not mention other clothes.She mentions soaking shorts, she does not mention other clothes.

If the blood stains were not removed from the shorts as a result of the soaking it isIf the blood stains were not removed from the shorts as a result of the soaking it is
possible that Bailey burned them or some other clothes in the fire.possible that Bailey burned them or some other clothes in the fire.

Jules Thomas is alleged to have told D/Gda. Jim Fitzgerald that she started the fire Jules Thomas is alleged to have told D/Gda. Jim Fitzgerald that she started the fire longlong
before Christmas.before Christmas.

Bailey during an interview referred to the fBailey during an interview referred to the fire being in early December.ire being in early December.

The Gardaí that describe Bailey The Gardaí that describe Bailey and Jules as lyand Jules as lying in relation to the fire. ing in relation to the fire. This Office isThis Office is
not persuaded that is the case.not persuaded that is the case.
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In any event the most that this evidence could possibly establish is that Bailey couldIn any event the most that this evidence could possibly establish is that Bailey could
have burnt bloodstained clothes, not that he did so.have burnt bloodstained clothes, not that he did so.

15. 15. Alleged Alleged similar similar fact fact evidence evidence and and sexual sexual motive.motive.

In memo of interview 10A at p.3 taken while Jules Thomas was in detention she wasIn memo of interview 10A at p.3 taken while Jules Thomas was in detention she was
asked are you surprised Ian Bailey has been arrested for the murder of Sophie Toscanasked are you surprised Ian Bailey has been arrested for the murder of Sophie Toscan
du Plantier.du Plantier.

She replied She replied yes - yes - can't believe can't believe it. it. I'm totally I'm totally shocked. shocked. I am I am not the not the type to type to show show mymy
feelings outwardlyfeelings outwardly. . I feel really I feel really sick inside. sick inside. Ian is Ian is not capable not capable of murder.of murder.

She was asked, didn't Ian give you a bad beating?She was asked, didn't Ian give you a bad beating?

She replied, but I She replied, but I never felt threatened never felt threatened by him. by him. It only happens It only happens about once evabout once every fourery four
or five years.or five years.

She was asked, didn't Ian pull the hair from She was asked, didn't Ian pull the hair from your head?your head?

He did He did but I nevbut I never felt aer felt afraid for my fraid for my life. life. Ian isn't Ian isn't capable ocapable of murder. f murder. I felt much I felt much moremore
afraid with afraid with Chris. Chris. (A former (A former partner of partner of her's). her's). Chris kickChris kicked me ed me with his with his hobnail bootshobnail boots..
Ian was Ian was very remorsevery remorseful for wful for what he dhat he did. id. He wHe was very as very sorry about sorry about it. it. He promised He promised meme
he'd never do he'd never do it again. it again. He told other He told other people also people also how remorseful he how remorseful he was. was. I believe him.I believe him.
He had He had drank whisdrank whiskey. key. Whiskey has Whiskey has a terrible a terrible effect on effect on him. him. I cannot I cannot trust him trust him whenwhen
he drinks whiskey.he drinks whiskey.

She was asked, didn't Ian promise you before that he wouldn't ever beat you again afterShe was asked, didn't Ian promise you before that he wouldn't ever beat you again after
the time in Cork?the time in Cork?

She replied, I believed him this time.She replied, I believed him this time.

She was asked isn't it true that blood had to be washed off the wall after he assaultedShe was asked isn't it true that blood had to be washed off the wall after he assaulted
you in Cork?you in Cork?

She replied, that was his own blood, not mine.She replied, that was his own blood, not mine.

She was asked did Ian ever bite you?She was asked did Ian ever bite you?

She replied he did.She replied he did.

She said that Ian is a different man She said that Ian is a different man when he drinks whiskey.when he drinks whiskey.

The principal assault oThe principal assault on Jules Thomas n Jules Thomas did not require her did not require her to be detained in hospital. to be detained in hospital. ItIt
related to a related to a domestic incident and unfortunately such violence is not domestic incident and unfortunately such violence is not uncommon.uncommon.

What is uncommon is the brutal form of murder of Sophie Toscan du Plantier wherebyWhat is uncommon is the brutal form of murder of Sophie Toscan du Plantier whereby
she suffered the infliction of approximately 50 wounds.she suffered the infliction of approximately 50 wounds.
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The killing of Sophie Toscan du Plantier is not similar to the domestic violence inThe killing of Sophie Toscan du Plantier is not similar to the domestic violence in
relation to Jules Thomas and this relation to Jules Thomas and this is further emphasised by the further is further emphasised by the further domestic incidentdomestic incident
set out in file 4643/1/2001.set out in file 4643/1/2001.

As far as Colette Gallagher is concerned, she is a woman who spent a night in theAs far as Colette Gallagher is concerned, she is a woman who spent a night in the
Thomas/Bailey Thomas/Bailey household. household. Bailey gBailey got into her ot into her bed and bed and rubbed her rubbed her leg. leg. Jules ThomasJules Thomas
then entered the room.then entered the room.

Bailey was annoyed.Bailey was annoyed.

Colette Gallagher protested her innocence.Colette Gallagher protested her innocence.

No complaint was made to the Gardaí.No complaint was made to the Gardaí.

The Gardaí The Gardaí describe describe this incidethis incident as nt as attempted attempted rape. rape. This This description gdescription greatlyreatly
overstates the case.overstates the case.

Carly Leftwick (Wright) has alleged that during the course of a party she went to theCarly Leftwick (Wright) has alleged that during the course of a party she went to the
toilet and met Bailey toilet and met Bailey in the corridor. in the corridor. He allegedly He allegedly picked her up picked her up and said "wrap and said "wrap youryour
legs around me".legs around me".

She told him to put her down, which he She told him to put her down, which he did at once.did at once.

The Gardaí have described this as a sexual assault.The Gardaí have described this as a sexual assault.

No complaint was ever made.No complaint was ever made.

The evidence relating to this is consistent with the view that it was not a sexual assault,The evidence relating to this is consistent with the view that it was not a sexual assault,
but was a flirtatious act on the part obut was a flirtatious act on the part of Bailey. f Bailey. When his approach wWhen his approach was not welcomed heas not welcomed he
immediately desisted therefrom.immediately desisted therefrom.

One witness on file who lived with Bailey for a time says "Ian liked the ladies and theOne witness on file who lived with Bailey for a time says "Ian liked the ladies and the
ladies liked Ian".ladies liked Ian".

The Gardaí attribute a sexual motive to Bailey allegedly going to Sophie Toscan duThe Gardaí attribute a sexual motive to Bailey allegedly going to Sophie Toscan du
Plantier's house in the early hours of the morning before she was murdered.Plantier's house in the early hours of the morning before she was murdered.

They say that he They say that he killed her because she rebutted his killed her because she rebutted his sexual advance.sexual advance.

However, he does not appear to have been remotely upset by Carly WrightHowever, he does not appear to have been remotely upset by Carly Wright
peremptorily dismissing his advance.peremptorily dismissing his advance.

This is not consistent with the scenario envisaged by the Gardaí in relation to Sophie.This is not consistent with the scenario envisaged by the Gardaí in relation to Sophie.

In fact there is no evIn fact there is no evidence of a sexidence of a sexual motive in this casual motive in this case. e. References in the References in the GardaGarda
Report to a sexual motive are pure speculation.Report to a sexual motive are pure speculation.

At the time Sophie was murdered she was in her night clothes, but had her boots onAt the time Sophie was murdered she was in her night clothes, but had her boots on
which were laced and tied.which were laced and tied.
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Ian Bailey is 6' 2" tall aIan Bailey is 6' 2" tall and powerfully built. nd powerfully built. Sophie was Sophie was 5' 4" tall and petite.5' 4" tall and petite.

There is no evidence of sexual interference with her.There is no evidence of sexual interference with her.

Bailey is in his forties. Prior to his recent conviction this year he had no previousBailey is in his forties. Prior to his recent conviction this year he had no previous
convictions for violent crime. convictions for violent crime. The recent convThe recent conviction relates to an incident whiciction relates to an incident which is trivialh is trivial
by comparison with the du Plantier murder.by comparison with the du Plantier murder.

Sarah Limbrick, Bailey's former wife who has known him since the 1970's has assertedSarah Limbrick, Bailey's former wife who has known him since the 1970's has asserted
that he never used violence towthat he never used violence towards her person. ards her person. When angry he would strike the wall.When angry he would strike the wall.

She appears to loathe him as a person having endured difficult divorce proceedingsShe appears to loathe him as a person having endured difficult divorce proceedings
and a dispute over property with him.and a dispute over property with him.

16. General16. General

A prosecution against Bailey is not warranted by the evidence.A prosecution against Bailey is not warranted by the evidence.


